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Topped Amnesia
Stone: Harvest points
Author: VapedAs
Recently had to axe my 2 Amnesia Stones, very sad
indeed. But I had just started using some backup
street hydro so worked out beautifully.
This is the final Update for Amnesia Stone #1,
including the last 16 Days and some nicely Dried up
and now Curing Nugs.
Medium: Coco
Pot (size/type): Sexed in 1Ltr – Grown/Flowered in
3-4Ltr Regular Pot
Kind of training: Topped Once then Tied Down
Throughout grow

Age of the plant (harvest points): Days 77 (32
Grams) and day 83 (18.42 Grams). Total weight –
50.42 Grams Dried
Height of the plant: Approx 35-45cm
Temperature: 28-35*C
Relative humidity: 40-60%
Lights type and schedule: Shared in a rotation of
LED’s – Blackstar 135W – Znet 200W – VIPAR 360W

+ Topped Amnesia Stone: Harvest points
Continue
Nutrients and feeding/watering schedule:
Nutrifield – Parts A & B
Advanced Nutrients – Big Bud, Bud Candy, Bud Factor X
CANNA – PK 13/14
Fed about 500ml twice a day by the end
Flushed multiple days with tap water twice a day
Growth: Both have very desirable Heads, Nugs, Trich Coating. And the high.. well, I can see why they call it Amnesia Me
and mate were confused about what we were talking about every few minutes…The Structures are quite Sativa, Light but
Full, Crisp, Nugs. The undergrowth could perhaps be described as Shaggy but still potent and adds to pile.
Easily maintained, strong, branching Veg growth with just some early N Sensitivity in first few couple of weeks you need
to mind.
Flowering was elegant, generous pace, Beautifully finished heads with Undergrowth having ability to add some substantial
weight if left even a mere week.

+ Topped Amnesia Stone: Harvest points
Continue
This phenotype was the more Sativa of the 2.
Smell: The Veg/Flower Stages were both quite mellow and a good change from Stones usual stinky girls if odor is a factor.
But once rubbed, a truly PUNGENT Pine O Clean/Lemon Pledge aroma comes forth! Very pleasant.
End of Flowering the Lemon disapeared the Pine O Clean straightened out to a Strong Pine with a Hashy undertone.
Dried, the Pine is still dominant but the Hashy undertone has become more prominent.
Curing The woodsy element has begun and the Pine/Hashy is becoming deeper, especially in the Vaporizer.
Day 77 Cut has got a bit of that Minty/Affy smell when you open the jar. (my Stone99 has a furthered Cured stage of this)

As for the Odour Control of Amnesia Stone: I’d say they are into at least Mid-Late if not, Late Bloom for AS#1 already and
can say they are quite inoffensive! Have to open the tents front flap and allow the odour to flow out then sure they fill my
house LMAO but you can sit in front of them staring and it isn’t nearly like growing Stone Dragons. Rub them and you will
smell of Pine O Clean and Lemon Pledge for ages…

+ Topped Amnesia Stone: Harvest points
Continue
Amnesia Stone #1 Cut #1 Day 77 – 10/10/14 – 32 Grams Dried
SOME BIG HEADS, and were still putting out some new hairs and buds but they were flushed, full cloudy trichs. They had
run out of life to suck in most of their trim leaves so I chopped.
The SOG in the middle of it has little life in the leaves also but they are starting to put on weight and lots of white hairs. We
shall see.

First impression is:
Very, very spacey when vaped – very spacey and slightly heavier in a joint I had just now – added some Hash Oil from the
SSV Wand just for the hell of it
At a low dose rate Euphoric is not the right word, but I would describe it as neutralizing any depressed feelings (changed
my mind to happier thoughts and allows me to enjoy the trip)
When vaping at higher dose and rate, I have experienced slight visuals in a Euphoric state once, maybe twice (I need to
look further into this to be sure)
Has plenty of sizable, bulging, frosted Nugs. The nice nugs are crisp as and look dope. Being Sati they of course don’t
have that dank, soild-ness to them like Stone Dragon, Affy Dom Moonstone and Stone99. But the A+++ quality sits here in
front of me. Blowing my mind…

+ Topped Amnesia Stone: Harvest points
Continue
This cross has me questioning which my second favourite is…
Very potent as an early sample of an early cut. While working on my tolerance I managed 2 Panic Attacks (little freak out
moments) which were amusing, at a later date of course… Looking good for later cuts.
The aroma from the Jar, Nugs out of Jar, Cracked Nugs, Ground Nugs all quite pungent now. The Pine O Clean has
changed to straight Piney and is now the dominating aroma. No Lemon remain which is a shame.

Flavour, hmm… Not too much of it, easy on the in and easy on the out. Slight Piney/Affy on exhale and aftertaste finally
reveals some Hashy undertone I’ve spoken of before.
Just realized how poor flowing this information is, but typing it as I think of it lol
While Vaping pain relief was much higher and the highs “peak” was beyond Bongs. But still has mild effects via smoking.
That took about 40 minutes to type up, hope it made sense
Right now I am VapedAs on some Amnesia Stone#1 Cut #1 – No idea what I was doing earlier, truth be told… I am not sure
how I got here.
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We would like to present
limited edition Stone’s
collection T-shirts featuring
high quality photographs of
Stone’s strains.

By purchasing a gift from our gift shop
you are making an invaluable
contribution to our blog and team, which
will help us continue our work.
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Stone 99: Strain review
Author: Eyes on Fire
Indoor: 5X5 Gorilla Tent w/ Diamond Mylar linking.
Flat white grow table

The Smell:

Medium: Soil-TLO Mix.2.1 Master Soil Recipe
Designed by the Rev. Used his mellow mix for
seedlings cut by 60% with Jiyy’s Seedling organic
mix… Its now a fantastic seedling mix for photos and
Autos alike.

Use numbers 1-9 on descriptors that apply to the taste
where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9 indicates a
very pronounced presence.

Nutrients: I use Aerated Compost Teas (ACT’s) or (CT)
Compost Teas and Soup styled feedings.
Lights (indoor): HydroFarm’s four foot 8 bulb T-5 HO.
Red spectrum bulbs only. 18/6 start to finish.
From Seed: Took right about 72 days at 15% Amber
or so.

[2] Sandalwood [1]
Ammonia [1] Haze [1] Diesel [4]
Earthy [1] Liquorice [2] Mango [2] Blueberry [2 ]
Fruit [2 ] Pine [2] Cedar [1] Menthol [3] Pineapple [5]
Cherry [1] Mint [3] Hash [1] Skunk [7] Musk [3] Spice
[1] Sour [3] Lemon [3 ] Mango [3] Rosemary [3] Sage
[1] Cinnamon [3] Lime [3] Thyme [1] Lilac [1]
Lavender [ 5] Incense [1] Ginger [1] Coriander [1]
Violet leaf

Harvest Points: Had a deep sweet fruit, pineapple
mellowness with a dank bite and a diesel backbone.

Additional comment: I sat here all baked cracking a
few buds well cured IMO and this is what I got, lol.
Baked , C vault in lap and a smell and a smile…lol.

Dry Yield: I don't weight grows most times now. But I
filled a large C vault really well. Right at a little over 2
ounces between the two.

The Smoke: Very mellow smooth earthy intake with a
nice pineapple spicy flavor with a very similar
release yet slightly milder but tastier.

The Growth: well, watch the slide show..lol.nah
seriously, she was a slow starter as ya see but she got
fat pretty quickly there at the end and plenty of space
to work within the canopy so its easy to tend and ready
for the LST guys cause of the structure. Beautiful.

Method of delivery (vape, joint, bong etc.): Mostly
clean bowl, fresh buds, and hempwick.
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Stone 99: Strain review
Continue
*Rating scale is 1-10

[2 ] Effect onset

[8 ] Taste Inhale/[ 8] Taste Exhale

[7 ] Potency

[5 ] State of dryness

[2 ] hours: Indicate the number of hours the effects
lasted.

[7 ] Smoke ability
[ 4] Tolerance build up
[2-3 ] Smoke expansion

The High: The high is extremely positive and uplifting.
Very stimulating heady buzzing buzz and a fair bit of
pain relief.

Usability: Rate on a scale of 1-9 where 1 indicates the
worst time of day to consume this strain and 9
represents the ideal time of day.
Morning – wake up [5 ]

[ 5-6] Dosage: Enter the number of hits taken to reach
desired effects.

Day – work [ 9]
Night – sleep [1]
[8 ] Overall satisfaction

+

Stone 99: Strain review
Continue
Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use?
This strain is excellent, pure and simple. I’ve sat and
thought quite a bit about this med because I like it so much.
It’ll most likely lend really well to a stimulating and very
versatile med once left to amber some. Milky is excellent
with 15% amber more? Yeah… nice and versatile med.

Positive Effect: 7 ] Sense of well being [5 ] Euphoria [5
] Anxiety relief [ 3] Paranoia relief [5] Sex drive; [5
]Sleep; [5 ]Pain relief [6 ]Ability to rest or sit still [6 ]
Thought process [6 ] Speech process [7 ]
Imagination/creativity [7 ] Humor perception [ 6]
Visual perception [6 ] Audio perception [ 6] Taste
perception [ 2] Appetite stimulant
Negative effect: none

I am a: - [X ] Medical cannabis user; - [ x] Recreational
user
If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them?
I have Multiple Sclerosis and I am a heavy pain sufferer and
tired often among many other ailment.

Final Comments:
I thought I’d leave you with a small story I like. I have a
couple buddies who dig and crawl in earth all day and
such. Tough ole job. I asked em if their back hurt during
work… they were like YEAHH WTF?!!… lol So I said ‘Oh ok
man. No worries, I got something for ya dude… Ya’ll go
smoke this at lunch just 5 minutes before back to
work…ok?! Cuz yer backs are always killin ya yes? Yeah,
man, they are… ok lemme know how it all goes tomorrow.’
Next day. Heeey dude hows things, man…Did that workout
for ya?? DUUUUUUUUUUDE!!! Fuckin stuff works…raising
my hands a couple times, I know man…I KNOW!! Awesome
Stuff man. Thank for the chance to grow these… Frigin
awesome brother!! Be well everyone. Keep an eye out for
this one. It’s a winner.

+
We have the pleasure to
present limited edition N.W.
T-shirts collection. All Tshirts logos are designed
using high quality photos of
N.W. strains.

By purchasing a gift from our gift shop
you are making an invaluable
contribution to our blog and team, which
will help us continue our work.
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Musturd’s Medical
stuff
Author: Musturd

When I first started growing I did not want to waste
any of my hard work and wanted to use the whole
plant, Roots to Buds always with an eye for medicinal
value. I have experimented in many ways, feel free
to ask about things. Gonna start with the most
popular and ones I make on a regular basis.
A couple base recipes, Cannabis Root infused
Coconut oil, Equal parts water and Coconut oil in a
slow cooker. Roots from 1 plant for every 8 oz of
coconut used. Cook on med or low 12 hours. Strain,
cool, seperate. This infused block of coconut is the
start of many rub recipes. I have 3 that I keep in
stock all have different uses. More later…

+

Musturd’s Medical stuff
Continue
Cannabis infused EVOO, 1oz of bud, dried the good
stuff. To 1 1/2 cups Cold pressed EVOO. Cover bud
with oil cook on low or med in slow cooker 3-4 hours.
DO NOT STIR!! Cool, Strain, when straining it is very
important to remove all plant matter it will spoil da oil…
Also when straining, I use a gold metal coffee machine
filter. Catch the first pour thru the filter and separate
this batch before you start pressing the excess from the
bud. That first pour thru will be clearer and more
palatable than the secondary pressed oil. I am not a fan
of trim for meds, using buds insures consistency and
potency.
The Oil is used in upcoming recipes but as is is a very
effective pain reliefer These are general everyone
needs to find the right dose but here is what I have
found, In general 1/4 teas = advil tylenol pain relief
without a buzz. used 2 to 3 times a day. Best taken on
empty stomach eat a little in about an hour. Functional
pain relief…At 1/2 teas now it is like a vicadin or
valium, probably don't want to operate heavy
machinery, may cause drowsiness, will magnify effects
of smoking. At these lower doses tolerance does not
seem to build chronic pain patients have drawers of
unused scrip's to prove it works…. At a 1 teas sleeping
pill for most or a rocket ride for those that want to get
high. Here's a rub I found in testing, true low dose
believers will pay 100 for 2oz. Party people get 2
buzzes and think its not worth what it costs, remember
an oz of my best bud to get maybe 9-10 clean oz. Can
be put in capsules but coconut is better…..

The Rubs….
Basic, 2 cups infused coconut, 1/2 cup beeswax, melt
together in a double boiler, when melted remove from
heat and cool. A cold water bath quickens. When just
starting to firm whip blend or beat in 1/2 cup olive oil, 2
teas vitamin E oil, 1/4 teas lavender oil.
Moisturizer/Massage oil, good on burns and tattoos,
minor skin irritations. some pain relief. ok for sensitive
skin. Fun lubricant wink wink
Canna oil rub. Same as above add 2 Tablespoon Canna
Oil. Improves pain relief. soothes eczema and
psoriasis, rashes, skin ailments, still good for sensitive
skin.
MAGiC Rub. To basic add 2 tablespoon magnesium
chloride oil and 2 teaspoon Almond oil. Arthritis killer.
helps muscle nerve pain and spasms. Relaxes.
Penetrates to deep joint pain. Not so good for sensitive
skin. The Almond oil helps soothe the prickly drying
effects of the MG.

We are working with some essential oils testing small
batches. I like to keep things simple and not add too
much unless there is a clear benefit….
Getting a little sore from typing this long, time to get
some mag rub on….

+
Stunted Art
Interview with cannabis artist Stunted
1) Let’s start with the very first question. Why cannabis? I mean there are plenty of plants out there. Is there
any special reason why you started growing cannabis?
Stunted: Indeed there is, I suffer from RLS (Restless Leg Syndrome) and as soon as I found out that
cannabis could not only stop it when it has started but prevent it I knew then that I had to grow… again
2) It may sound trivial but I am sure our readers will be very interested to learn about the first plant you
grew and decided to shape. Was there something special about it that made you shape it?
Stunted: It happened by accident, I was trying to squash way too many plants in and one plant was
repeatedly pushed hard against the back wall, then one day while watering it I noticed many of the
branches had been pushed into a very rough fan shape. It was that moment that started the adventure
and I haven’t looked back since.

+
Stunted Art
Continue
3) Looking through your photos people definitely think “Wow! How
did he come up with these ideas?” What inspires you to all these
different shapes? Is it the plant natural shape or something else?
Stunted: There are many things that inspire me, it is not just
limited to the plant, things in life and even rubbish on the TV
News have had influence in one way or another.
4) What are the unique qualities of the cannabis plant that make it
suitable for your art?
Stunted: Umm I have never once thought about that lol.
5) Have you ever tried shaping other plants?
Stunted : No it has only ever been cannabis, most other plant do
not interest me at all.

+
Stunted Art
Continue
6) You use binding for shaping cannabis. Are there any specific materials that you recommend to be used
for binding?
Stunted: You cannot beat rubber coated wire for plant bondage, it is available in different thicknesses
and does very little/no damage to the plant.
7) Are there any special conditions when shaping a plant? Any nutrients, humidity or other requirements?

Stunted: There is one main requirement: you have to start with a healthy plant! You cannot start with
something that already has problems as you will just be adding more stress and it will quickly spiral
out of control and you will end up with a dead plant.
8) Is there any basic knowledge that everyone should know before trying to shape a plant?
Stunted: A little bit of Low stress training (LST) knowledge would not hurt but is not essential either, the
“Fan” shape would be a good starting point for beginners as it is not hard to do and won’t stress the
plant much.
9) Is there anything you have always wanted to try in your art and you haven’t done it yet?
Stunted: There are a few idea’s packed away that will get done eventually, but there is nothing more I
can tell you about them as I wouldn’t want to spoil the surprise.

+
Stunted Art
Continue
10) Do you think shaping cannabis is a good stress test? What kind of information about the plant you can
get from that kind of testing?
Stunted: The shaping is not really used to stress the plant but it can be if you bust up some branches
along the way or have to cut bits off or even tie it in knots lol. Nothing says “Stress” more than my
weedwacker lol As for information gained, one thing that can ruin your day fast is a hermie
(Hermaphrodite) plant and that usually happens when the plant is majorly stressed out… so I am
looking to see how much stress they can handle and how fast they bounce back after being abused.
11) Is there anything else you would like to share with our readers?
Stunted: Don’t be afraid to try out some bending, you will be amazed how easy it really is!

+

How to make ABV Cannabis capsules
Author: Stone

+

How to make ABV Cannabis capsules
Continue
I don’t use precise measures for this recipe because I
usually first make batch of oil and then use it for other
edibles too not only for capsules but here I will show
you how to make ABV capsules. But when
making capsules with hash or bud it’s good to keep
some basic proportions. Roughly 2:1 Coconut oil to
kief/BHO/QWISO or bud, it all depends how potent
you need your caps. I make ABV oil for edibles mainly
and it’s perfect for cookies or chocolate.
Here is all you will need so let’s get started.

ABV
I don’t burn extremely my buds when using my Solo and
the oil is always pretty potent when you have a mix of over
15 strains in your ABV
I also may add and bud stalks.
Obviously no decarbonization is needed here.

Coconut oil has been proven to have profound effects
on one’s health. Coconut oil is a good solvent for THC,
CBD and other compounds in medical cannabis and
goes hand by hand with lecithin when making oil for
cooking, edibles and capsules. I plan to experiment
with MCT oil soon.
Lecithin is a necessary component of every cell in the
human body. Considered a keystone in the
construction of cells, lecithin prevents the hardening of
cell membranes. Healthy cells lead to a healthier body,
and the membranes are a critical part in monitoring a
cell’s intake and output. Protecting cells is integral in
maintaining a body’s resistance to many diseases that
attack damaged cells. Phospholipids such as lecithin
are produced in certain amounts throughout the major
organs of the body (such as the heart, liver and kidney)
but can be supplemented to further enhance
unrealized benefits.
Lecithin has many uses – metabolise and transport
fat, improve physical performance and endurance,
improve mental acuity and reaction time, promotes weight
loss etc. but why we need it when making canna oil?
Shortly because lecithin increases availability of
everything form Vitamin C, sugars to prescribed pain
meds and canna.

+

How to make ABV Cannabis capsules
Continue
I use that oven safe ceramic dish from a pate. I have 3-4
different ones.
Mortar and Pestle - I pulverize my ABV here.
I use this permanent coffee filter only for all my oil
cooking – very durable item.

1. Grind your ABV with pestle in the mortar.
2. Measure out your coconut oil. I melt it in a pan on low heat for
couple of minutes so all water evaporates from the oil.
3. Saturate your ABV with oil, add Lecithin and stir it well. I put
1 table spoon in the bigger dish and half of that in the smaller
one.

Gelatine capsules size 0 - I usually use size 0 but size 1
also do the job and could be used for concentrated
hash capsules. Unfortunately I had only these capsules
size 1 left but it’s enough for this tutorial.

4. Seal it with double layer of aluminium foil.

I use 3ml pipettes.

6. Place in the oven for 2-3 hours.

Aluminium foil for oven cooking

7. Wait till it cools, open it carefully and stir it gently. Usually I
put it in the fridge for the night and continue the next day but
you can skip this step.

5. Preheat your oven to 140-150 C. Evaporating point of THC is
160 C but I prefer to use lower heat and longer cooking.

8. Seal again and return to oven for another 2-3 hours (the next
day in my case) and after it cools down you are ready for
straining it.
9. Strain trough the coffee filter.
10. Fill in your caps and store them in a frizzer.
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Stone’s Collection - hats
By purchasing a gift from our gift shop you are making an
invaluable contribution to our blog and team, which will help us
continue our work.
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Moonstone: Strain review
Author: Eyes on Fire
Indoor: Gorilla 5x5x7′grow tent with Diamond Mylar
lining
Medium: Soil. 2.1 Master Soil TLO Recipe designed by
the Rev along with his Mellow Mix Seedling mix
Nutrients: Aerated Compost Teas (ACT’s) and basic
soup styled feedings with Cal-Mag (Equilibrium),
Organic Liquid, Kelp Meals, Molasses, VitaLab’s
Blackstrap Molasses (Powdered 1:1 Ration too), Fish
Fert Dudes, EWC’s and on a Dual Pump 2-3 Stones and
a 5 Gallon Bucket. Multiple Wettable Powder’s i.e:
”Great White Myco Madness, White Widow, BioAG
VAM Endo Spectrum 6, Home Made Rice inoculant
culture used once as well.
Lights: Four Foot 8 Bulb, High Output, Self Ballasted T5.Standard Bulb’s.Schedule was 18/6.
From Seed: 74 Days
Harvest Points: I chopped her at 5-10% amber trichs in
a little over 2 months.

Dry Yield: I stopped weighing most of my grows but I
know from looking at it in the Jars that I have a solid
Ounce and a quarter and I’ve been smoking on it too. I
had a good Ounce and a Half all dried and jarred.
The Growth: The Growth of this girl is awesome. Has a
decent veg stretch and an awesome flower stretch too
since she grows thick, fat buds with killer trich
production. But I’ll be growing her again quite soon.
That you can count on, she’s an excellent plant. Colors
and flowers are beautiful. In a 2.2-gallon cloth pot, she
did amazingly awesome.

+

Moonstone: Strain review
Continue
The Smell:Use numbers 1-9 on descriptors that apply to
the taste where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9
indicates a very pronounced presence. [3] Sandalwood;
Haze; [1] Diesel; [6] Earthy; [5] Licorice; [3] Mango; [1]
Blueberry; [7] Cedar [5] Grapefruit [3] Grass/Hay; [5]
Rotten; [2] Mould [1] Skunk; [1] Spice; [3] Sour; [2]
Coconut; [3 ] Pineapple; [8 ] Orange; [2] Dairy/Cream
Additional comment: When growing smelled a good bit
like Fuel Lemony Citrus sweetness. With like a super
sweet Honeydew rind – very awesome and hardy. Both
early cutting smelled of a mellow fuel with a citrus
and/or floral sweetness with a hardy lemony pine zip to
it – extremely pleasant smell.

The Smoke: It’s a very mellow neutral smoke with a
mild sweetness and has a sweeter earthy release that is
very neutral. Not a heavy smoke. Lends very well to a
more daytime medicine. If left to amber up it would be
rather effective I’m certain.
Method of delivery (vape, joint, bong etc.): Bowl and
hempwick/Joint(s)
*Rating scale is 1-10

[6] Taste Inhale/[7] Taste Exhale.
[5] State of dryness (Rate the dryness of the bud from 110 wet-dry where 5 is ideal).
[8] Smoke ability

+

Moonstone: Strain review
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[4] Smoke expansion

[2-3] hours (Indicate the number of hours the effects
lasted).

The High: The High is very relaxing yet uplifting
enough to really help lend itself well to my daily work.
Keeps me positive, uplifted mostly and in an over all,
well rounded pleasant state.

For me it lasts me a solid Hour each time. Well-controlled
intake. Smooth med.

[4-6] Dosage (Enter the number of hits taken to reach
desired effects).

I tend to have a rather heavy tolerance once I complete a
grow due to my issues and illness. But as I’ve mentioned
it’s an excellent med that is great for day and will lend itself
frigin awesome to mid evening meds too.

[6] Effect onset
It was fairly quick initially, but felt it gather over about a
5-10 minute period where you can really feel it sink in
the bit more ya smoke. Which ya didn’t need a bunch
really. I did, but the average person IMHO would only
need a bit. Very Nice and relaxing too after work to
watch a movie or TV, music…yup.
[7] Potency
It’ average strength med at low amber. But smoking a
bit of it I feel confident in saying it would lend really
nice to an excellent mid evening med as well the more
amber you got.

Usability (Rate on a scale of 1-9 where 1 indicates the
worst time of day to consume this strain and 9 represents
the ideal time of day).
Morning – wake up [8]
Day – work [5]
Evening – relax [5]
Night – sleep [1]

+

Moonstone: Strain review
Continue
[7 ] Overall satisfaction
Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use? - Yes
If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them?
I am MS patient, chronic pain patient. Medical and
recreational user. The all cloudy samples were very nice.
The first one was 100% cloudy. Or darn close to but I was
tired and just feeling blah and it gave me some motivation
to sit up in my chair and actually do a few small things. I
was very nice. The pain relief was mild but it was there
hands down and it was also relaxing somewhat so it was
good for my back as well. The Second time I tried a
sample at 100% cloudy trichs it lent to help me be a little
more alert and helped me accomplish a little extra work
with less pain and discomfort. I smoked again when I was
done the work and was nicely buzzed with a mellow alert
pain relief that was quite welcome, as well as very pleasant.
muscle twitching it’ll help with to a fair degree too.

She was harvested at 5-10% amber and freshly taken and
dried the smells stayed similar to the Lemony sweet fuel.
And carried over to taste except added a mellow hashy
release – very nice with that Lemony sweetness. But effects
were quite nice – a bit more on the pain relief side for my
back and joints too. Not as great for joints, but really
seemed to help my back for a daytime styled med (since
that’s often what I’m looking for) for the person that’s hard
to get motivated and needs a couple hours of good garden
work meds. But cured up some it really lends to a mellow
alertness with and very nice pain relief ability for joint a
little more now and for the back too. Headaches it works
pretty ok for too btw. Nerve twitching it helps calm it s little
bit and some

+

Moonstone: Strain review
Continue
Rate the noticeable medical and negative effects (if any) on
a scale of 1-9 mild-severe.
Positive Effect
[7] Sense of well being; [4] Euphoria; [5] Anxiety relief; [5]
Paranoia relief; [5] Sex drive ; [4] Sleep; [6] Pain relief; [7]
Ability to rest or sit still ; [6] Thought process; [5] Speech
process; [5] Imagination/creativity; [4] Humor perception;
[4] Visual perception; [1] Audio perception; [6] Taste
perception; [6] Appetite stimulant; [4] Introspective
dreaminess Negative effect
[2] Confusion; [2] Restlessness; [2] Anxiety or panic; [2]
Altered thinking and memory; [3] Reddened/bloodshot
eyes; [3] Dry mouth

Final Comments: All in all I have to say it’s a very
versatile Medicine that could quite easily be utilized by
most anyone seeking a basic med for anxiety, to
muscle relaxation and mild to moderate pain relief.
And having given a good amount of thought about
these Meds, I feel that IMHO if this were left to amber
up roughly 50%, it would lend to and VERY excellent
mid evening to late night smoke. And in edibles it
would be truly wonderful as well. I’ve used it that way
at 5-10% amber as well. And the effects described here
are multiplied three times with a nicer buzz IMO. This is
a Strain that you’re truly going to want to keep an eye
open for, and add to you toolbox for your ailments. Best
of growing everyone and be well.

Tester Interview: VapedAs

+

1) How did you come across cannabis as medicine? Did someone recommend it to you or you
discover it on your own?
VapedAs: Surprisingly I did not manage to come across cannabis until 19 years old… sheltered life
much? Have now been self medicating with it since 19 or 20 years old (now 26). Funny because through
school even Stoners thought I was a heavy stoner while having never touched it. Like most others, I
came across cannabis first as a recreational thing just on weekends with friends and occasional week
days. But it did not take long to realize myself how much better it was making general day life. So
switched from buying smaller fun amounts, to buying ounces, then grew to ease off buying an ounce a
week, now can grow most of my own smoke most of the time… Which is a nice form of validation in
itself. Very therapeutic.

+

Tester Interview: VapedAs
Continue
2) What kind of medical alignments you are using cannabis for?
Vaped As: Variety to choose from.
Epilepsy – Scored my first 3-4 forms of seizures on my 21st or 22nd birthday and have had varying forms and intensities over
the years, rarely severe ones now (KNOCK ON WOOD). It is dosed up with prescription meds but I try to keep a decent level
of cannabis in my system as an anti-seizure medication. When levels are low a disorientated/dizzy/unwell/shaking feel hits me
which can lead to throw up/pass out/seizures. Cannabis effectively and quickly aids this. Important to remove Stresses quickly
as it is also a cause of seizures (quite reminiscent of a really bad panic attack plus some). Also I wrecked my back via a few
years of Rendering and approximately 13 years of 10 Pin Bowling. Bowling was worth it, great game and I managed to finish a
night of hobbling off with 22 strikes in a row. Should hurt myself before every match) Some day I’ll get back there!
Minor Scoliosis in lower spine. High level of pain in lower back from deteriorating vertebrae and nerve wrapped around
spine being pinched, inclusive of medium Sciatica down left leg.
Insomnia, terrible sleep pattern.
Mid-High Depression
High Anxiety varieties including social (in groups and in public), task management and general 24/7 to the point of nausea.
Mid Nausea: Stomach lining is depleting from medications, which has worsened nausea and creates a starving pain. For
instance if I am starving in pain then just ate a tiny bit, feel full but then often I am ill and throw some back up… happens often,
sometimes multiple times a day.
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Tester Interview: VapedAs
Continue
Autism Spectrum “Asperger Disorder” (AD/AS): My conditions changed substantially after my seizures began from no
emotion to all these things I cannot hope to understand. Somewhat a different person. Cannabis has been an excellent aided
my Symptoms for general day to day living like socializing and non stop Anxiety, Pain Management, especially medical strains
being grow and furthered for those benefits. Often debated whether there is a difference between Asperger’s and High
Functioning Autism (HFA) or not. Asperger’s was eliminated in 2013 and replaced by a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder
on a severity scale. A lack of demonstrated empathy has a significant impact on aspects of communal living for persons with
Asperger syndrome. Individuals with AS experience difficulties in basic elements of social interaction, which may include a
failure to develop friendships or to seek shared enjoyments or achievements with others. A lack of social or emotional
reciprocity (social give-and-take mechanic), and impaired nonverbal behaviours in areas such as eye contact, facial
expression, posture, and gesture.
3) What works for you? Do you prefer any method of delivery – vape, smoke, edibles, rubs or any other form?
VapedAs: My preferred intake form is Vaporizing with my 7th Floor Da Buddha, or other house units, then Bongs, joints,
Vaping my PAX Ploom portable. I love my fat joints! Enjoyed some edibles, which I have found have good for muscle tension,
and some joint/headache pains. Just finished some Biscuits other day, only used trim so they were quite lethargic, especially
the mornings after. Another ounce+ trim left so here’s to future Medibles.
4) Is there a special VapedAs recipe?
VapedAs: A friend and I have been using his usual ANZAC Biscuits recipe with my Trim just ground finely and added.
Hopefully we will get some butter made soon in his slow cooker but right now just stinks too much. Here’s the recipe. ANZAC
Biscuits: (If you are not using Canna Butter) Once the Melting of Butter and Golden Syrup has begun mix your finely
ground herb in while letting it heat on low, then continue on as described. The amount of herb will vary with preferences and
potency – trim/herb/hash. I think this run my mate used around an ounce of Amnesia Stone trim. Could eat a few and be fine, a
background high heavy user. But DAMN you are tired next morning ha. When I have spare bud will use that to. Tastes great,
Canna Butter is the way to go if able. Enjoy a bite of Australian.
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Tester Interview: VapedAs
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5) How long have you been growing cannabis? How did you start?
VapedAs: Started somewhere between April and June 2012. About 2.5 years ago. Not too long at all. I had germinated and
planted some “Bag Seeds” from dealers weed but only grew them to seedlings. Did it for boredom’s sake. Didn’t take it
seriously till I had been researching on 2 forums , 1 based upon Autoflowers, which intrigued me as the life cycles almost met
my needs at the time. So while I saved some coin for a LED I read all I could on these so called “Autoflowers”. Grabbed some
old Purple Jems and Black Dragons and tried my luck with a small CFL and Soil. Nope, Peat Moss/Perlite/Vermiculite… NOPE.
All I could do was stunt them and cause dampen off. Then on the edge of giving up in comes our Portal’s own, Stunted to save
the day. He helped me make the switch of mediums to straight Coco. Grabbed same brand A+B and Coco to make it easy,
only this year did I find a new Coco I like but STILL rockin’ this A+B. Literally learned over the forum, loved the vibe so stuck
around doing my logs. Stone and I conversed back and forth more while I was growing some F2 Stone Dragons in my VERY
Humid climate and decided he would have me do some Mold Testing on F3 and boy did I, things are quite resilient indeed!
After I became a Tester, my small Cab was no longer big enough, invested in a 90x60x90 cm approx. Been working a treat,
needs 2×4 inch can-filters just to almost cover odors. Need a second, bigger tent… but don’t we all? Who else has more
lights then space to put them? Hehe weed isn’t addictive but LED’s sure are!
6) Do you think autoflowering cannabis have good medical properties? What is your experience?
VapedAs: Without a doubt or a moment of hesitation I can say YES, they have incredible potential medical properties. They
are much more efficient and pinpoint exact problem areas in health then the “Street Weed”. Photoperiod gear around here,
even their best is merely recreational highs with tiredness. I have not tried growing out a nice Photo strain yet, will be
interesting to see the difference from the same garden, some loving care. 2015 I plan to see what’s to be had.
Favourite Strains, Colours and Medical: Stone Dragon Black for Pain/Sleep/Depression; Mumbling Dragon Red/Purple for
Anxieties/Muscle Tension; Moonstone – Affy phenotype for Pain and Sleep/Sati pheno for Recreation and Mid Pain and Sleep.
Both incredible flavours.I truly enjoy growing all of these beautiful Boutique, Medical strains and has been an honor to do…
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Tester Interview: VapedAs
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7) You have lots of experience testing different harvest points. What are your observations? What would you
recommend to other medical users?
VapedAs: This is a valuable asset to any grow, especially if you are only growing one plant or just one strain yet need
different effects for different times of day. Provides you with slightly-completely different meds, as well as allowing the later
cuts to mature out and pack on any remaining weight.
Clear trichomes – Provides you little of the head high lacking most of the potential medical properties. Short/Clear High with
momentary Euphoric/Colour Visuals with no hangover. I do not suggest this as a Harvest Point, wait a couple weeks and you
will not regret it!
Some Clear – Mostly Cloudy – You will usually find a fuller, longer lasting Clear/Trippy/Euphoric Highs. I’d say Sativas at
this age have given me visuals with eyes closed being enjoyable, on occasion too much. Indicas give a Cleaner Euphoric hit
compared to more mature cuts becoming more Lethargic.
Trippy/Euphoric/Spacy/Less Clear Highs; Mildly Social; Energetic; Mid Joint Pain Relief; Anti-Depressant; Food for minor Pain
Relief. Indicas – Muscle Tension/Pain/Anti-Anxiety. Sativa’s – Enjoyable High so not Depressed but can occasionally cause
Anxiety/Uneasiness or panic attacks.
Full Cloudy – This is usually the point before ambering begins and gives the complete effects above and adds more of a
heavy stone, occasional minor hangover. Heavier/Hazy/Less Trippy/Euphoric Highs; Energetic up until peak; Excellent all
round Pain Relief; Great Joint Pain Relief; Good Nerve Pain Relief; Anti-Depressant/Anxiety; Mid Muscle Tension; Sleep Aid
after higher or longer doses. However I’ve found some strains/crosses that do not want to Amber and remain frosted full
cloudy and have same potent effects as a fully ambered strain.
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Cloudy – Amber – This mix gives the most Well Rounded of Highs from most strains for Recreational and Medical purposes.
My Favorite cut time unless I am searching for a specific med. Rarely make it past Cloudy 70%: Amber 30% but does the job.
This cut leaves me somewhat hangover. HEAVY/Stoney couch-lock/Some Visuals during peaks; Excellent all round Pain
Relief; Great Sleep Aid; Great Anti Anxiety/Depression.
Amber - Full benefits of the Medicinal area especially for Insomnia and heavy for the Potheads who like to stare into the
distance for hours. Though for Me there is a loss in the Euphoric feel and becomes a more Content Stoned until you just nod off
to sleep. Very Heavy/Couch locked-Passed Out/Distant rather than Spacey. Excellent all round Pain Relief (This cut or the
frosted cloudy strains that don’t change are my Favorite Pain Meds). Excellent Sleep Aid. Excellent Anti-Anxiety/Depressant.
8) You grow on coco. Do you have any beginners’ tips for coco growing? What is the most critical when you grow on
coco?
VapedAs: This Medium has no nutrients or additives unless otherwise stated so have your feeds planned out and stuff at the
ready to mix up unlike soils. Coco has excellent drainage abilities and allows roots to thrive. More feeding, more uptake,
smaller pots, bigger plants often. I feel it is a lot harder to over water, so only really worrying stage is seedling where you
should wet your Coco first, then plant seed and just keep the surface of Coco moist perhaps with a spray bottle. Then you are
able to lightly bottom feed until it has an established root system to begin top feeding. Quick and easy to flush out a Mix of
Nutrients that was incorrect before the plant is overly damaged. This is still a form of Hydro so if things are not right with the
Mix Damage can happen fast, death over night.
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9) Is there anything else you would like to share?
VapedAs: I have become accustom to topping autos to contain them and increase yields so shall be release a step by step
shortly for any and all interested.
This is a great place, with a great vibe with even greater people. I look to not only to medicate myself but to inform and help
select the right strains for friends, members, friend-members alike. I hope to serve this community whether it be Testing,
friendly banter or perhaps some day making some of my own crosses!

+

N.W. Collection - hats
By purchasing a gift from our gift shop you are making an
invaluable contribution to our blog and team, which will help us
continue our work.

+

Strain review: Stone Dragon
Author: grower from Slovenia
Spring – summer 2013
Slovenia outdoors
After I saw the pictures of the Stone Dragons on the net, I
decided, that I want to try to grow those plants. So I got the
Stone Dragon seeds and just in case that the Dragons all
turn male, some Northern Lights Fem seeds. I read some
things about autoflowers on the net, and while waiting for
the right moon (I do all my gardening with the moon
calendar or what it’s called.) I prepared the pots with the
soil – I used 12l pots, and a mix of 45% of cheap soil from
the store, 45% of really good soil from the woods, and 10%
of hydroton. Under the pots (in a small greenhouse that I
built) I put a mixture of soil, sand, small rocks and manure.
This mixture is on one side 20 cm deep and then falls
diagonally to the other side that is about 50cm deep. For
three dragons I prepared a hole in the ground for each of
them, about 8l big.

When the right moon came I put the seeds in. I had them
inside. After they came out, I put the pots in the
greenhouse. Then it was terrible. The weather got so so
bad – for two weeks it was raining, the temperatures at
night were about zero. The plants “grew” like crazy, some
almost 20cm tall and still had only baby leaves and they
were lying on the ground like they were shot. So I made
small supporters from wire, to keep them straight. Then
luckily the sun came out after this short second winter we
had, and the plants started getting stronger – I was
impressed (a couple of Northern Lights plants that I had,
didn’t survive, so I’m not even talking about them).
So, they were growing, after one month and a half they
started to show their sex, and I started adding “nutrients”.
Homemade. I put a lot of nettle in a pot with water, left it
there for a week, and then I used it for watering once a
week.
Very powerful: After a couple of weeks, the plants in the
pots, where there were 50cm of that mixture I talked
before, under them, started growing like crazy in height. I
think the roots were trough the pots already in the soil with
the manure. The one on the side with 20cm of mixture
under them didn’t grow anymore.
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Strain review: Stone Dragon
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Then I got a bottle of Plagron Alga bloom or something like
this. And I was adding it till 2 weeks ago when I started
adding PK13/14.
The plants that are on the deep ground are crazy. Got to
bent one and the greenhouse it’s 166cm tall!! So the plant
itself is at least 130cm :) the others are about 60-80cm the
ones I got outside about 30,40cm.
They have about 5-6 hours of direct sun, the greenhouse is
covered with UVB foil.

MY FIRST AUTOFLOWER GROW: Stone Dragon
smoke report
Sorry that I didn’t finish to write what I have started about
the Dragons, but just a couple of days before I had harvest
the last Stone Dragon, my “alarms” around my greenhouse
were turned on and I got a little scared, and I stay quite for
a while, because I didn’t know who was messing around
my place, even if it was just some plants, with the people
that live around there, you never know…
But now, it’s all gone. And man, it was good!
This is the best thing I have ever smoked in my life and it
suits all my needs.
The smell was so beautiful. Like a mixture of lemon, thyme,
and fresh chopped wood.
The effect. With no problem can be smoked during the
day, you can be high but still with eyes wide open.
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The concentration doesn’t suffer; you can do whatever you
want. Gives kind of motivation, energy, but when a friend
smoked it, he wasn’t able to play the guitar so I guess that it
depends from person to person.
It’s great for smoking before sex. It’s an aphrodisiac. My
girlfriend loved it.
For medical effects I will tell you like this. I have a healthy
lifestyle, I try to eat as good as possible, a lot of vegetables,
no fast food, just home cooking and I do a lot of exercises,
so for now I don’t have any problems that have to be cured,
but after a couple of days, after I smoked my last Stone
Dragon joint, I got sick for two weeks, with terrible
headaches a constant beep in my ears and high
temperature :) so put it like you want.
And at the end if I wanted to have a deep relax in the
evening or on a Sunday afternoon, I just put some more that
I was used to, and goodbye :) I’m not here.
In short, I love it but now I have to wait. I made a couple of
seeds last year (I just drag a male on a female, to avoid
having seeds on all the plants), so I can’t wait for the first
generation of Slovenian Stone Dragon.
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Stone’s sugar free
canna (ABV) chocolate
Author: Stone
I love to cook but I never follow recipes and
proportions because I always improvise in the
kitchen so no exact proportions in my recipes and
you can always add something extra The cocoa bar
is 125 grams, AVB oil is about the same 100-120 g
and 50 grams nuts make about 300 grams canna
infused chocolate. I stopped using sugar about a
year ago and I use honey only ever since. Keep in
mind that if the canna oil is more than the cocoa it
may ruin the taste of the final product and on the
other hand your chocolate will not be solid on room
temperature.
I stored 15 One of these small bars and sampled one
last night. Well, I slept like a baby and was
medicated till the early afternoon today and didn’t
need to toke in the morning. Just repeated the
sampling. The weather change lately is bugging me
and I needed some meds.

+ Stone’s sugar free canna (ABV) chocolate
Continue
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

Dark chocolate. I use 100% cocoa bars

Melt you canna coconut oil in a pan on double boiler

Honey.

Pour melted oil in the pan

Cannabis coconut oil. I made a batch of ABV last
week by using the same recipe for ABV oil I already
shared with you.

chop the cocoa bar

Dried fruits. I used cranberries and apricots this time
but you could add whatever you like.
Nuts. I usually add almonds but this time grabbed a
pack of mixed chopped nuts

add 2-3 spoons honey (it’s up to your taste how sweet
you like it but 3 spoons is sweet enough)
Sprinkle some vanilla and cinnamon and stir well with
wooden spoon
After all ingredients are mixed and your chocolate is
melted it is time to add dried fruits and nuts.

Vanilla and cinnamon
Stir well
And pour the hot chocolate in a Pyrex dish over a layer
of cling film
Put it in the fridge, usually for 1 hour it gets solid and
could be cut on smaller pieces and stored in fridge

+

Tester Interview: Musturd
1) People see lots of grow updates and recipes from you.
How long have you been growing cannabis? How did you
start?
Musturd: As a long time (self Medicating) user. I dabbled in
growing outdoors as an after thought for many years mostly
bag seed. I enjoy gardening herbs and veggies but was
never very good at outdoor cannabis. I really started
growing about 3 years ago when I decided to grow indoor
Autos to help some family members who I felt were taking
risks that I would prefer to assume.

2) You grow mainly autoflowering cannabis. Is there a
specific reason why you prefer it?
Musturd: I guess the main reason is it suits my style. I like
to keep 2-3 plants almost ready, 2-3 mid way, 2-3 starting.
Perpetual, keep it rolling, droppin and choppin. When I
first started this adventure I built a secret grow space in the
back of a closet had everything but the seeds before I told
the Mississ. Lucky she went along with it. We grew well, we
grew together, and autos are just kinda our thing. I will do
photos here and then but they seem too easy and I don’t
budget big harvests well…

3) What are the medical conditions you are struggling with?
Musturd: I grow for others but live with my own aches and
pains from a long list of injuries mostly stupid. Broke both
ankles at the same time, actually broke is nice “shattered
right heel”… I thought the quickest way to the keg was
jump from the 2nd floor. Then broke right ankle twice
more… Good one, while playing darts I fell while someone
was standing on my foot. And a car ran over it. Dislocated R
shoulder, broke L collarbone at the same time… Bike chain
broke while sprinting. Couldn’t wipe my ass for a couple
weeks. Later tore rotator and labrum R shoulder…
Mountain bike crash. Broke Tailbone… Mountain bike
crash. Missing half of calf muscle… Rolled a sled on an
alpine slide dragging my leg across concrete barrier. Scar
tissue caused atrophy. Scratched 50% of cornea… Playing
with my new puppy he scratched my eyeball. Torn
meniscus a few scopes… Accumulated injuries, tears and
loose debris. 100+ stiches… Shit happens! 5-8
concussions… Cycling, Fists, and hard objects Twice
broke nose… See above. Oh yea Giardia, beaver fever.
Swallowed bad water on a river trip. Broken Scapula…
Doored while commuting on bike. Cut nerves to left
thumb… Broken window, cool bar trick put a cig out on my
thumb, can’t feel it but don’t heal well. I once had to talk
the Docs into doing knee surgery and shoulder at the same
time because I didn’t want to go through recovery twice.
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4) You are fighting with lots of pain. Are there any strains that
have proven to be beneficial for your ailments?

6) Do you test recipes that you have discovered online
or do you prefer to improvise and prepare your own?

Musturd: Seems like a lot of injuries but I healed well and
my issues pale compare to others. Dragons are a godsend,
pain relief, anxiety, insomnia. Rarely is one too strong but
that's just a treat. I like the circulatory and respiratory
effects of a nice purple.

Musturd: I usually start with an online recipe and
tailor it to our needs. Currently trying different
essential oils in our rubs. I like to keep the recipe
simple and not add anything unless a clear benefit is
gained. From every large batch I set aside some base
rub to experiment with and usually give free samples,
the ones who ask for more can tell me why. Blessed to
have a family with an open mind who support and
trust what we are doing.

5) You have lots of experience in preparing homemade
canna medicines. Is there a special Musturd recipe?
Musturd: We make 3 rubs and a canna oil that are staples.
Posted at Homemade section The one that really took off
was our MAGiC Rub, Magnesium Chloride in a coconut oil
cannabis root rub. Excellent on arthritis and joint pain,
effective on muscle spasms and some nerve pain.

7) Which parts of the plant can you use for homemade
medicines? What is the difference between rubs made
of roots, leaves or buds?
Musturd: Great question, I use it all except dead
leaves picked off. They go in the compost. Roots and
stems go in rubs. Trim and fan stems go to butter or
hash. I prefer to use only bud for oils and extracts for
medicinal use so as to insure consistency and high
potency.
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8) You are very lucky to have a wife who shares your
interests. Is Mississ a medical grower as well?

Oh and the Mississ for sticking by those vows, better or
worse, sickness and health. Haha!

Musturd: I know lots of couples he does his thing she does
hers it works for them. Mississ and I do lots of stuff together
works for us. She was very good with African Violets and
grows her own way. Diagnosed at high cancer risk she
underwent invasive surgery. We both believe strongly in
the medicinal sometimes miracilous properties of
cannabis. She runs her own tent and and has been very
successful doing it her own way.

If your gonna be stupid you gotta be tough.

9) Based on your experience what would you recommend to
new medical users who have decided to start growing
cannabis? Do you have any grow tips for beginners?
Musturd: There are many successful ways to grow
cannabis. Do your homework, find which is best for you
and study, have a plan. Don’t panic, Be Patient.
10) Is there anything more you would like to share with us?
Musturd: I would like to thank the private and VA doctors
who have put me back together…

Thanks for the opportunity to share a little. Grow Well!

+

Desk calendars

By purchasing a gift from our gift shop you are making an invaluable
contribution to our blog and team, which will help us continue our
work.
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Strain Review: Stone
Dragon
Author: Eyes on Fire

Strain: Stone Dragon Feminized
Breeder: Stone
Indoor: Gorilla Tent 5X5 w/ Diamond Mylar lining
Medium: TLO soil
Nutrients: ACT’s and the occasional Soup feeding
early on
Lights: T-5 HO four foot 8 Bulb Hydrofarm’s
From Seed: 13 weeks
Harvest Points: Regulars are a more intense smell.
The Fems are similar in smell yet just a little more
subtle.
Dry Yield: 1 and a half ounces.
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The Growth: The growth was excellent. A large main
cola that looks beautiful and smells just as good. She
stayed spread for trimming and LST’ing n the like and a
very accessible plant to work with and grow. VERY
easy and lends extremely easy for new growers
everywhere.
The Smell: (Use numbers 1-9 on descriptors that apply
to the taste where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9
indicates a very pronounced presence).
[3] Sandalwood [1] Diesel [1] Earthy [4] Liquorice [4]
Floral [ 4] Pepper [2] Blueberry [6 ] Pine [2] Cedar [1]
Pineapple [2] Mint [2] Skunk [4] Iron/Rust [5] Musk [3]
Spice [1] Coffee [3] Lemon [2] Orange [2] Mango [3]
Aniseed [1] Dirty [2] Spearmint [2] Rosemary [4] Sage
[2] Eucalyptus [1] Apricot [2] Lilac [3] Lavender [3]
Incense [2] Woody [3] Ginger
Additional comment: She’s a real Smeller of some
complexities. Lovely sitting down with a great Cured
Jar of Buds and smell O Vision Ensues LOL!
*Rating scale is 1-10

The Smoke: Its a very heavy tasting smoke but also
very very smooth and subtle with complex tastes as
well. But is a very subtle, stable thick funky nice smoke
– you know when your smoking a dragon… PERIOD!!
Method of delivery (vape, joint, bong etc.):Joint and
Hempwick and Bowl
[7] Taste Inhale/[7 ] Taste Exhale
[5 ] State of dryness
[8 ] Smoke ability
[3 ] Smoke expansion
The High: The High is a very intensely Effective high
but mostly body once left to amber such as I need them
atm. But its great to blend a mixed smoke or alone with
Beautiful medicinal effects that really help us med
patients with constant pain issues that are tough to deal
with most times. And those bad days ya got a dragon to
throw at it, and ya often win that fight! lol
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[5-7 ] Dosage: (Enter the number of hits taken to reach
desired effects).
[ 5] Effect onset
[8 ] Potency
[1.5-2.0 ] hours (Indicate the number of hours the
effects lasted).
[2 ] Tolerance build up
Usability: (Rate on a scale of 1-9 where 1 indicates the
worst time of day to consume this strain and 9
represents the ideal time of day.)
Morning – wake up [1]

[8 ] Overall satisfaction
Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use? - This strain should be a staple in
ANYONE’S tool box of meds…Period!
I am a:
- [ X] Medical cannabis user;
- [ X] Recreational user
If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them?
I’m an MS Sufferer and a chronic pain patient with a
multitude of issues.

Day – work [2-3 ]
Evening – relax [4+]

Positive Effect: [4] Sense of well being [4] Anxiety relief
[8] Sleep [8] Pain relief [8] Ability to rest or sit still [5]
Humour perception [4] Appetite stimulant

Night – sleep [9]
Negative effect: [2] Reddened/bloodshot eyes
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Final Comments
I’m not sure what else to say that many don’t know about this lovely strain. But I can tell you my world is nothing but pain, stress,
confusion and more pain on top of that. OH with a myriad of other issues and I’d be in a real bummer of a deal if I didn’t have these
meds man. It’s a very heavy and wildly weird n thick tasting smoke, great mellow relaxing high and great abilities to lessen and deal
with heavier pain level’s. I know pain… and this… Helps!

+
Breeder interview:
N.W
1) We always start with this question so you probably
expect it but how did you start growing cannabis? Did you
have someone who helped you at the beginning?
N.W: As a teenager I was what we now call a
recreational smoker!!! Back then it was only hash that
we could get and god only knows what they use to put
in it. In my late teens I stop all forms of smoking and
found that other thing that most use as a wind down
drink… lol
It wasn`t until about 15 or so years ago
that I found cannabis again. I was on a fishing trip with a
couple of friends, one of them pulled out this little bag
of buds, I hadn’t smoke a cigarette in years let alone a
joint. Needless to say it put on my back. lol But after the
whitey subsided I found that my back didn’t feel as soar
as before. I to this day don’t know what I had smoked
but I was loving its effects. From then I spent the next
few years looking for a similar effect form street weed,
man, I smoked some crap in that time. Till one day a
friend of a friend and I got talking about growing our
own. The idea snowballed from there we bounced ideas
of each other, we both had our share of bag seed
collected. That`s where I learnt most of my grow skills,
we both made lots and lots mistakes.
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3) Do you prefer to grow photoperiod or autoflowering
cannabis?
N.W: The short answer is both. I’m a very hands on grower
I really like the versatility of photoperiod, I’ve run the same
strain for a couple of years cloning from clones. The Green
Crack I’m growing at the moment is a 3rd generation clone
and the 4th are almost ready for flower. If pushed to pick a
favourite it could be photoperiod but it would only be for
this reason the ability to keep that Special plant growing.
Strength, size, yield etc., in my opinion, there is very little
difference.
2) Probably our readers do not know that but we know you
have extensive experience growing photoperiod cannabis.
There is lots of negativity about autoflowering cannabis. Why
did you decide to start with autoflowering cannabis?
N.W:
When I started growing I had never heard of autoflowering
cannabis, in my mind all there was, was fast finishing
photoperiod. I don’t remember now what turned me on to
autos, but thinking about it may of had something to do
with lighting schedules, I liked the idea of 1 continuous
schedule thinking that I could grow autos while vegging
photos. I never put a photo into flower before it showed
signs of maturity which by that time meant the plants where
7-8 weeks old and of course by that time the autos where
moving towards a finish. I grew some tiny autos in the early
days but it didn’t take me long to realize that I could grow
two complete autoflower grows to one photoperiod and
most times yield more.

4) Does autoflowering cannabis has the same qualities as
photoperiod plants? What about the yield?
N.W: To be honest I now days feel more tuned into autos
than phototperiod and find that there isnt really that much
difference in yields, yes if I vegged a photoperiod for 8
weeks it would be bigger than an autoflower, but halve that
time to 4 weeks and I find that most autos will outyield
photoperiod plants. Last couple of years I have watched
and grown autos that yield more than 200 grams of
quality buds…
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5) There are myths that autoflowering cannabis is not able to
recover if stressed or it is less potent than photoperiods.
What do you think about this?
N.W: There are Lots of myths surrounding Autoflowers and
most are absolute rubbish… IMO a lot depends on how the
plant was stressed if the plant was slowed by
cold, something fell on it etc. then yes, most do recover
and go on to perform well… But i find root damage is
something they dont respond well too.
6) Have you tried to clone autos? What about topping them?
N.W: I have tried to clone autos a couple of times and was
not successful… I got them to root both times but they
never went on to achieve much. I have topped a few fast
moving autos and they responded well to it. I have also
harvested the main cola and let the satellite buds swell a
little more….
7) Here we will reveal another “secret” to our readers – you
are a hydro grow expert. What would you recommend for
people who are interested in hydro? What is the basic that
they should know before they can start?

N.W: Expert… erm I don’t consider myself an expert in
anything. Yes I have grown in most forms of Hydro I’ve
even Moderated on a Hydro site for a few years. Basics are
pretty simple a good tote or bucket, good quality air pump
and air stone/diffuser (you cant have too many bubbles)
smaller bubbles the better, then you need a good PPM and
pH meter. I could go on and on…
8) According to you what are the advantages of hydro
grow?
N.W: Optimum growth I would have to say. If you
want to grow beast then hydro is for you. But mind hydro is
very hands on, there is lots of checks that should be done
and you really need to be on your game – No slacking.
Hence my switch back to soil, I just don’t have the time to
do hydro justice.
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9) What are your current autoflowering crosses and do you
have your favourite?
N.W: Ha-ha-ha, like most breeders my latest is my favourite
– SourD Mango seems to be the jar I reach for most lately
and I often mix it with Mumbling Dragon which runs a close
second.
10) Do you have any special breeding projects? We always
spoil the surprise with such questions

N.W: Lots lol… I still have a couple of Landrace Semi-auto
crosses that I need to move towards Auto. The Green Crack
photoperiod I have growing will also be added to the
breeding program and one more I’m a little excited about
involving NYCD from Soma Seeds others might disagree
but IMO the best Diesels out there.
11) What are the most important traits that you look for when
you breed new crosses?
N.W: Difficult one this, there are many different factors
really. But when looking at an early stage I look for good
strength and vigor and later good bud size. But the over all
thing for me a niche thing so to speak is Speed. Fast
finishing fat budded ladies isn’t that what we all want???…
Meds in a hurry lol…
Mumbling Dragon
12) Rumours have it you have affinity to purple coloured
strains. Why do you prefer them?
N.W: Because purple is my favourite colour!!! Seriously for
those who don’t know purple strains are renowned as great
blood circulators take Mumbling Dragon she has my heart
thumping in my chest I can feel it and good blood
circulation speeds recovery times.
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SourD Mango
13) What are the medical benefits that you are looking for in
your crosses?
N.W: I suffer with an unnatural curve of the
spin which radiates pain through my shoulders and down
my arms which in turn causes long bouts of insomnia
a vicious circle of advents that Canna helps me through.
14) What is the ideal strain for you? What traits it should
have?

N.W: Still trying to make that one and the underlying trait it
should carry are of course great medical benefits
15) Is there anything else that you would like to share with
our readers?
N.W: Yes form my font on knowledge. lol Patience is the
key to most things in life same thing applies to growing in
my opinion.

+ Strain review: Moonstone
Author: Duggy
Breeder: Stone
Did it autoflower?: Yes
Soil/Hydro: Coco/Perlite in Autopot.
Nutes: GHE Biosevia range.
Light : 125w 6500k cfl & 100w LED
From seed to harvest date: 109 days
Dry Yield: 46g
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High/Effect Duration: 2 hours… sample @90 days quite
motivating, @100 days quite relaxing and harvest @
109 Nice relaxing high.. mixed sleeping results with
50/50 great sleep/wide awake..
BAG APPEAL: Sticky black buds, what’s not to like..
GROWTH: Easy growth..just some difficulties getting
new organic nutrients under control.
SMELL: Earth, fuel, affy smell originally. After 5 weeks
in jar the overwhelming scent was linalool at times I
wondered where the lilies were…
SMOKE: Rich and smooth. Originally earthy with
creamy vanilla but after some cure was Dark chocolate
Afghan… with prominent cocoa at times..
MEDICAL NOTES: Harvested with only a few percent
amber gave good motivation with no anxiety. Mixed
results as sleep aid.

+
Cannabis Campaigner
Interview: Alun Buffry

Alun Buffry, 64, BSc Chemistry
Author: Cannabis: Legalise and Utilise (out of
print)
From Dot to Cleopatra (History of Ancient Egypt)
Out of Joint: 20 Years Campaigning for cannabis
Co-author of “Cannabis: Challenging the
Criminal Justice System” along with Don
Barnard
Co-founder Campaign to Legalise Cannabis
International Association (CLCIA) 1992
Co-founder, National Coordinator, Nominating
Officer of Legalise Cannabis Alliance (LCA) 1999

+ Cannabis Campaigner Interview: Alun Buffry
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LCA contested about 80 UK elections 1999 to 2005
and became a pressure group 2006 to 2011 when he
acted as treasurer
Since 2011 Independent Activist focusing on
cannabis and drug prohibition
Member of Normal UK and ENCOD
Webmaster of Cannabis Campaigners’ Guide
Blog: Alun Buffry
1) Hi, Alun, thank you for the opportunity to speak and
learn more about you. There are lots of people who
support legalisation but most of them prefer not to do
that in public. What did provoke you to become cannabis
activist?

Alun Buffry: I was arrested and sent to prison for ten years
for conspiracy to import and supply cannabis in 1991, I did
about 4 and a half. Whilst I was initially on remand a local
acquaintance Jack Girling came to visit me in prison and
said that he wanted to start a legalise cannabis campaign as
he was not happy with the LCC at that time. When I was
initially arrested dozens or houses and businesses were
searched, including his. So when I got out after the high
courts ruled I had been kept in too long without trial, I
helped Jack and 10 others to form the CLCIA – Campaign to
Legalise Cannabis International Association. I helped until I
was convicted and again when I was released on parole.
Previous to that I had from the first time I came across
cannabis felt that it ought never have been illegal and that
it was of benefit to me and others.
My campaigning for repeal of cannabis laws, the removal
of cannabis from the UK Misuse of Drugs Act and an end to
the prohibition of drugs is based upon my understanding of
our Human Rights to a Private Life and for each to his/her
own belief and practice of belief, for Justice (No Victim No
Crime) and the duty of care of our Government to protect
consumers and reduce harm.
I co-founded the LCA with the aim of providing a platform
for campaigners and bringing forward debate and public
awareness.

+ Cannabis Campaigner Interview: Alun Buffry
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2) You`ve probably guessed this question but how did you
come across cannabis?
Alun Buffry: At University in 1968 although I never smoked
it until 1970 – first I drank coffee bhangs.
3) Probably you have seen different cases of injustice as a
result of the prohibition during the years. Is there a case
that you will never forget? A case that motivated you to
continue the fight for legalisation?

Alun Buffry: Several spring to mind, probably the cases
against the Late Biz Ivol, also the THC4MS people Lezley
and Mark Gibson and Marcus Davies – and the Worthing
Coffeeshops case with Chris Baldwin and Winston
Matthews – they all needed cannabis for health reasons. I
remember them all – also cases that I read about where
people are hung in Malaysia etc. I feel strongly about and
that would keep me fighting whatever happens in the UK.
4) Is there discrimination towards cannabis users with
police records? Have you seen such cases?

Alun Buffry: Yes, a great deal – usually they would be
unable to work in education or around vulnerable people,
join the police force – many other jobs including driving
and jobs in social services – sometimes discrimination
where crime if seen automatically as dishonesty.
Some insurance companies for property have refused
policies.
Entry to US, Australia and other countries may be
restricted.
5) Lots of people are thinking “No point fighting the
prohibition. The authorities do what they want”. What is
your biggest achievement as activist and how people can
contribute to cannabis activism?
Alun Buffry: Three
things spring to mind. Forming the LCA and getting people
to stand in about 80 elections. Speaking with the Basque
Government through ENCOD – they seem to have listened
to my recommendations for full legalisation. The Labour
Government response to the LCA, and to “The Challenge”
– it helped lead to downgrading.

+ Cannabis Campaigner Interview: Alun Buffry
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6) Excellent opportunity to ask you about Howard Marks
(Mr Nice) and your relationships and collaboration
during CLCIA and LCA period.

Alun Buffry: I met Howard in 1996, at a cannabis event in
London, and asked him, first in private and then in public, if
he would be willing to stand for Parliament – he agreed on
condition that it would be on the single issue of legalisation
which was just what we, the CLCIA, wanted. We had
formed in 1992 with the intention of putting up candidates
that year, but we changed our mind as people wanted to
try to get a change of Government. Howard stood in
Norwich South against Charles Clark who was to become a
Labour Party Home Sec years later. Howard also contested
Norwich North, Southampton Test and Neath – he got
between 1 and 1.6%.
I met Howard again in Norwich in 1997 and helped run his
election campaign from a shop I opened – “Paradox
Delights” to promote the cause.
I had read Mr Nice by then, and realized I had actually met
Howard when he had come to Norwich to meet Donald
Nice and get the passport (Donny now dead, then
pronounced his name “neice” like the French city).
After we formed the LCA in 1999, Howard spoke at the first
two party conferences.

I have seen him many times since, always found him
friendly with everyone – an extremely knowledgeable and
experienced man with whom I related on many levels, such
as our views on cannabis and the law, our Welsh origins,
our University introduction to cannabis: he in Oxford,
myself in Norwich and that we had bot been to prison for
cannabis “offences”.
But although he does his own thing and plays a major part
in the campaign, he was never an official member or
candidate.

7) You have been cannabis activist for years. Do you think
the attitude towards cannabis has changed during the
years?
Alun Buffry: Absolutely – we did a local survey in 1992
and just 15% supported legalisation of cannabis.
8) What is the society`s biggest “fear” about cannabis
legalisation?
Alun Buffry: Thanks to media hype – mental health
problems.

+ Cannabis Campaigner Interview: Alun Buffry
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9) Is UK close to legalisation? Alun Buffry: No, I do not
think so. I think closer to decriminalisation of possession or
making it some sort of civil offence with a fine.

10) What is the difference – how might we distinguish –
between the recreational use of cannabis and the
medical? Alun Buffry: I believe that there is no true
distinction between cannabis users – the medical –
recreation distinction is false = and that the only difference
is in urgency of need for people suffering terrible
conditions – that cannabis should be available free for
those with such conditions, including oil.
The recreational very largely is the medicinal, the
medicinal the recreational. We are aware, for instance,
nowadays, that cannabis can contribute valuably to the
treatment of nausea, chronic pain, asthma, multiple
sclerosis and various other ailments. Yet to affirm this
baldly could conceivably mislead, by obscuring more
subtle propositions. We might be truer to our cause if we
began with the proposition that cannabis is a mode of selfmedication. Animals, we hear, self-medicate by digesting
plants and other matter. And so possibly with human
beings: many if not most cannabis users (so some
researchers believe) are intuitively medicating themselves
for stress and/or depression.

Which is a way of saying that the cannabis user is not for
the most part a person in quest of a ‘high’, or seeking
consciously the cure for an ailment, but a human being
searching intuitively for recreation: the re-creating of
himself (or herself). This might all seem, and in fact in part
obviously is, hypothetical: the jury is still out where selfmedication is concerned. For all that, what is at stake here
is an issue we cannot and should not ignore. The cannabis
user does himself and his cause no favours – the
established opposition being what it is, an embattled force
led by people with a propensity to simplistic thought – if he
himself understates the complexity and subtlety of his
essential purposes. His theme ought to be that the line
between the medical and recreational use of cannabis is
blurred, and probably non-existent.
11) What do you think about the paradox that cannabis in
UK is illegal but cannabis seeds are legal as souvenirs.
Most big cannabis seed banks and shops are UK based.
Business?
Alun Buffry: Seeds are legal because the law focuses on
THC and they contain none to speak of, and also because of
their uses mainly as a food for birds or a fish bait – now
they always have been a vital source of nutrition for adults
too, for many hundreds of years until about 100 or so years
ago in the UK: In the US when “marijuana” prohibition was
born, the seed companies had such a way that seeds were
exempted.
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Anglers generally germinate the seeds to use as bait
(believe it or not Roach fish love it!) – it is illegal to cultivate
but not to germinate without intent to cultivate!! Weird.
Production and sale of cannabis seed is now massive and
widespread: Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, Canada,
Australia – probably many other countries, now producing
and marketing seeds to grow to produce a smoke, whilst
China produces them to be used to grow hemp.
One point to make: it’s not cannabis (drugs) that is illegal –
it is the human act of possession, cultivation and supply that
is unlawful without a license that is almost impossible for
people to get. Likewise it is not the seeds that are banned,
it is the unlicensed cultivation.
12) Can you get a license for cannabis cultivation in
UK? Alun Buffry: No, I doubt whether I can but GW
Pharmaceuticals and some universities have licenses:
Hempcore and maybe others are licensed to grow “lowTHC” hemp.

13) Is there anything else you would like to share with
Autoflower Portal readers?
Alun Buffry: I believe cannabis should be available for all
adults that so wish to grow and to buy.
The believe in Freedom of Choice
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation,
Alun. It was a real pleasure to talk to you.

+
How to collect, dry,
cure and store
cannabis seeds
Author: Stone

There are different opinions and methods about
storing your seeds for a long term – in frizzer,
refrigerator or room temperature. I will not involve
into the debates which method is better or more
reliable… I will share my experience how I collect,
dry, cure and store seeds. With my usual method
that I use since January 2012 I still get 99%
germination rate from seeds about 3 years old. I’ll
check next year.

+ How to collect, dry, cure and store cannabis seeds
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After harvest, seeds continue to develop during drying
and curing and if you pull them out fresh and quickly
dried without some more dry and cure they don’t
germinate very well. After harvest I trim slightly and
dump the buds in my humidor box for 12-14 hours for
initial cure to even their humidity and prepare for slow
dry. Then I put them in brown bags for 2-3 days to dry a
bit (usually moisture decreases significantly for that
time) and then I move them back to my humidor box to
continue slow dry and cure for about 7-10 days.
When RH is about 63-65% inside the humidor and buds
are ready for jarring, mature seeds start falling off.
There is always good amount of bud left with my girls
because I usually pollinate the whole plants in preflower/early bloom between day 30-35.

That way I keep seeds from different plants and get
smokable bud. At this point I start pulling out the seeds
gently and chopping the buds on small bits. When all
seeds are out I DRY THE HUMIDOR BOX VERY WELL
AFTER BUDS ARE JARRED AND PUT THE SEEDS BACK.
The point is seeds to dry on lower RH. I live in very
humid place with average 65-85% RH and I usually
keep the humidor close to dehumidifier for 2-3 weeks
while doing germ tests during that time.
So about a month after harvest I usually have 99.99%
germination rate and I store my seeds properly
tagged in plastic vials with some rice in the frizzer in
air-tight containers. Make sure to remove all small bits
vegetable matter and grade your seed before storing
them.
SHORTLY: DON’T DRY CANNABIS SEEDS QUICKLY and
don’t store them immediately after harvest.

When seeds are stored in a frizzer and when you need
some of them, make sure to take out what you need
quickly and not leave them to refrigerate.

+

Strain Review:
Moonstone
Author: Mississ

Indoor Grow: 4x2x4ft Lighthouse Hydro Tent
Medium: Roots Original organic soil
Pot (size/type): 1.5 Gallon airpots
Sizes: from 25″ to 30”/60-75 cm
Temperature: 80-84 F / 26-28 C
Relative Humidity: 40-60%
Lights type and schedule: 4X4 T5 mixed spectrum
and a Blackstar 180 UV 18/6
Nutrients and feeding/watering schedule: Sea Grow,
and Botonicare Cal mag +.
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*Rating scale is 1-10
Moonstone #1 Cut at 92 days 58 grams
The Smell: Sweetest of the 3
[2] Earthy [3] Berry [4] Floral [2] Blueberry [5] Fruit [3]
Pine [3] Cedar [1] Chocolate [2] Hash [1] Skunk [2] Citrus
[2] Spice [2] Lilac [2] Incense [2] Woody
Moonstone #2 Cut at 91 days 42 grams
The Smell: Least sweet of the 3
[2] Sandalwood [3] Earthy [2] Pepper [2] Fruit [2]
Grape [2] Pine [4] Cedar [2] Rotten [3] Hash [1] Skunk [2]
Citrus [2] Musk [2] Spice [2] Sour [3] Leather [3] Dirty [2]
Incense [3] Woody [1] Ginger

Moonstone #3 Cut at 83 days 31 grams
The Smell: Least smelling of the 3
[3] Sandalwood [4] Earthy [2] Liquorice [2]
Pepper [2] Pine [3] Cedar [3] Hash [2] Musk [2]
Spice [2] Sour [2] Coconut [3] Leather [2]
Oregano [1] Incense [4] Woody
Method of delivery (vape, joint, bong etc.):
Bong
Moonstone #1 [7] Taste Inhale/[7] Taste Exhale
Moonstone #2 [6] Taste Inhale/[5] Taste Exhale

Moonstone #3 [6] Taste Inhale/[4] Taste Exhale
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Dryness
Moonstone #1 [5] State of dryness

The High: Feel it in the head first, buzz seems to settle in
the body. Shoulders relax aware of deep breathing. After
initial rush able to work a little slow and spacey. Couple
more hits and it could park me. #1 is a more respitory BP
effect. Moonstone #3 is strongest.

Moonstone #2 [4] State of dryness
Moonstone #3 [6] State of dryness
Smoke Ability

Moonstone #1 [6] Smoke ability
Moonstone #2 [5] Smoke ability

[3-4] Dosage: (Enter the number of hits taken to reach
desired effects).
[2] Effect onset: (Rate how quickly the effect hit from 110 immediate-major creeper).
[6-7] Potency
[2-3] hours: (Indicate the number of hours the effects
lasted).

Moonstone #3 [7] Smoke ability
[2] Tolerance build up
Smoke Expansion
Moonstone #1 [6] Smoke expansion
Moonstone #2 [5] Smoke expansion
Moonstone #3 [6] Smoke expansion

Usability: Morning – wake up [6]; Day – work [5];
Evening – relax [8]; Night – sleep [7]
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[7] Overall satisfaction
Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use? - Yes
I am a: [4] Medical cannabis user; [6] Recreational user
If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them?
Stress and Anxiety Relief and general longterm well being
through cannabis use.
Negative effect
Positive Effect
[7] Sense of well being; [5] Euphoria; [6] Anxiety relief; [4]
Paranoia relief; [5] Sex drive; [6] Sleep; [6] Pain relief; [6]
Ability to rest or sit still; [5] Thought process; [5] Speech
process; [6] Imagination/creativity; [6] Humour perception;
[6] Visual perception; [6] Audio perception; [7] Taste
perception; [7] Appetite stimulant; [6] Introspective
dreaminess

[2] Paranoia; [2] Confusion; [1] Restlessness; [2] Anxiety or
panic; [1] Detachment from reality; [3] Decreased reaction
time [1] Altered thinking and memory; [2] Altered vision;
[2] Reddened/bloodshot eyes; [2] Reduced coordination
and balance; [3] Increased heart rate; [4] Dry mouth
Final Comments: Mississ enjoyed this test. Easy to grow.
All 3 were different phenos, different smells and tastes. The
high is similar in all 3. Good all rounder, normal dose
relaxing soothing creative functional, double dose a sleep
aid. Beware of dry mouth and munchies.

+
Breeder Interview:
Epic Genetics
1) This question probably won`t surprise you: How did
you start growing cannabis?
Epic Genetics: I grew up around growing it even as I
was too young to remember, so it was just a natural
process
2) Do you remember the first plant that you grew?
How did that go?
Epic Genetics: Can`t remember the first plant I
grew, but remember the first “for me and on my
own”. I was 12 and grew 2, they were most likely
Thai or Columbian, or Panama, as that’s a lot of what
we were smoking 40+ years ago, and bag seed was
a lot of what we grew, it was a long time ago and a
lot of stuff wasn’t named, never though did we keep
or grow seeds from Mexican brick weed, we didn’t
see a lot of that anyway.
They went well, that is
until me and a buddy got desperate for some smoke
and killed them early lol, they were grown under
hard plastic (not thick polly) skylights and windows,
almost like a greenhouse but solid
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3) How did you start with autoflowering cannabis? Did
someone recommend it to you or you just discovered it by
yourself? Epic Genetics: Frank (can`t spell his name
properly, but we all just call him Frank) the original owner
of the Niagara seedbank traded me some lowrider seeds
for some of my clones back when lowrider was still pretty
new and unknown.
4) What are the common myths that you have heard about
autoflowering cannabis?
Epic Genetics: Where to start lol, mostly that they are low
yielding and lack potency, both of which we know
nowadays to be false

Epic Genetics: Yes and no, to properly breed autos with
photos and continue the cross you select for the photo
qualities, some plants will be like the photo and some like
the auto, you want to only continue with seeds from the
plants that show dominant in the qualities you want, in this
case that’s the photo qualities, you discard or grow out any
seeds from the plants that don’t have the qualities you want,
you only further breed the good ones, eventually they will
all become auto, but if proper selection was done along the
way the new auto strain will have all the qualities the
original photo strain had, and believe it or not, sometimes
even better.
6) You have lots of experience with photoperiod cannabis.
Which one do you think it is easier to grow – photo or auto
plants?

5) If you cross autoflowering cannabis with photoperiod
Epic Genetics: I think photo is easier due to unlimited veg
time if needed, time to recover from possible early
mistakes which can’t be done with autos due to limited
vegetative time and even more so if they are stressed in
any way, most (not saying all) autos will kick into flowering
even earlier if stressed, leaving you with a 2 inch budcicle
lol BUT…
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if everything went well in the early days and continued so
with the autos, they are nice due to not worrying about a
12/12 light cycle and timers messing up etc, and modern
autos grow quite large due to the added/extra hours of
light, quite often out yielding photo strains grown the same
amount of time (seed to harvest).
7) We are going to reveal to our readers that you are
experienced with cannabis plants feminization. According to
you what is the critical step of feminization process?
Epic Genetics: There is no “one” critical step, there are
“two” and without them you should not be breeding (fems
or regs) they are stress testing and selection, you want to
select for stable hermie free plants and to do so you need
to stress test them, followed by timing, practice makes
perfect as the saying goes, don’t expect complete or even
partial success your first try, not saying it won`t happen
though I’m sure the Portal will have a proper fem tutorial in
the near future.
8) Could you please share something more about stress
testing. How do you do it?

Epic Genetics: Many ways needed to stress test – light
leaks and intermittent interruptions in the dark cycle as
well as low levels of lighting (poor lower penetration); over
feeding/under feeding; high and low pH fluctuations; high
and low temps and heavy damage/pruning as even
removing a single leaf that wasn’t ready to fall off on its own
sends a signal to the plant which in turn causes it to release
a stress hormone (that’s not the plant biology wording but
means the same) 9) Can you tell us more about your
crosses and which one is your favourite at the moment?
Epic Genetics: Wow, that’s hard, there have been so many,
I’ve been doing this since weed was called things like
“good stuff” or “killer” or “F*cking killer” stuff, we didn’t
know names in the early days, things like blueberry were
unheard of, but honestly, I remember growing and
smoking blueberry in the 70’s, before ever hearing the
name.
For the last approximate decade I’ve been
working with OG Kush as it is that good, its not just another
hyped strain, sadly though I think my mother plant (kept
and refreshed from clone every couple years) is getting
tired, clones/plants grown and flowered look like they did
years ago, but I think potency has dropped off.
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10) Why Kush? What do you like about your Kushes –
medical, recreational, what makes them special?
Epic Genetics: That`s a hard one to answer any differently
then I have earlier, it is just that damn good, both
recreational smokers and med users benefit from it, the
smell, taste and effect are all top quality, the strain lacks in
the yield department but more then makes up for it in all
other ways possible, smoked in moderation is what I’d
advise for a very enjoyable day/night and helping with
appetite and pain management, over indulge and it’s night
night time, which is good for those who suffer insomnia or
similar. My personal favorite experience is the oil I made
from my OG Kush leaves to supply an elderly patient who
suffered from many illnesses, the main one being
Parkinson’s, and unable to get proper sleep. Within a short
few days he was more lively and far less shaky, also within
those short few days he had cut his prescription meds
down to 1/3rd, he went from having to be helped up and
helped walking to springing out of his chair when called for
supper, that’s quite a feat for a man in his 80’s diagnosed
with Parkinson’s disease as well as many other
medical issues when medicating an elderly patient such as
him.

I do not decarb (heat produces the psycho active effect)
the cannabis/oil – he would feel medicated but not
high/stoned, some say you need to decarb, some say it is
better not too. I am no scientist so I can not prove either to
be better, I just know a man in his 80’s and faded to under
100 pounds from always being in the 200 pound range did
not need or want to be getting ripped out of his mind. My
experience with his experience and results show me that
heating/decarboxylation is not necessary when medicating
with cannabis. I was unable to supply him with enough so
had to advise him to find a supply that could keep up, that
was over a year ago so that year plus the year I supplied
him and the fact he is still alive today is amazing due to the
fact I was told he wouldn’t be around much longer and that
was before I started to supply him.
11) Tell me something more about the genetics lineage and
history of the Kushes you breed and work with please. It
sounds like they are old breeding stock? How many
generations can you track them back?

+

Breeder Interview: Epic Genetics
Continue
Epic Genetics: My female OG Kush is supposed to be an
original cut, however I wasn’t the one who found the
original seed and grew it and I don’t personally know the
person who did, so I can’t promise anything. OG Kush is a
bag seed strain, most likely due to accidental hermie
pollination.
Newer stories/info are coming out in
regards to what OG Kush truly is etc. but like all the stories
to date I take them with a grain of salt, the only truth I need
is that the plant I have impresses me enough I have kept it
as a mother plant for many many years now and crossed
her with many different males. I’m always looking for the
perfect match.
12) I am sure you have guessed this question too. What are
you future plans? Any crosses that we can expect to see
soon? Any collaboration/partnership with other breeders?
Epic Genetics: I have worked with many breeders over the
years, both professional and hobby breeders, however
most like to keep that info private so sharing names I don’t
like doing just in case. I don’t mind them taking credit for
any help or work I’ve done.

I’m not about fame or money, many people will tell you I’m
about giving and sharing
but I can say due to the
release of testers soon to be on site here that I’ve just
completed some work with Stone and we are ready to test
ESD Kush auto- my Epic Kush auto has been crossed with
his Stone Dragon auto. I’m confident the cross will make for
a great strain and outstanding plants.
13) What are the most important traits that you are looking
for in your crosses?
Epic Genetics: QUALITY first, be it medical or recreational,
ease of growth second, yield is only thought of as a bonus,
but is not avoided lol
14) What are the basic principles that any new breeder
should know before they start breeding?
Epic Genetics: It is addicting so be prepared, do it
properly, no just chucking pollen, there is a difference
between a breeder and a pollen chucker. Yes chucking
pollen is breeding, but that does not make a person a
breeder, my dog had puppies a few years ago, I bred my
male and female, but that didn’t make me a dog breeder.
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Breeder Interview: Epic Genetics
Continue
Testing and selection is key, and not just in the original
cross, future generations as well as any back crossing
require the same, a good and “proper” strain can and
usually does take years, a pollen chuck can be lucky, but
for stability, uniformity and consistency luck isn’t much of a
factor, time and effort is.
15) Is it difficult to breed autoflowering cannabis? Did your
experience with photoperiod plants help you?
Epic Genetics: For sure my photo experience helped, it
gave me the ability to understand, see, select, and work for
traits.
Breeding autos isn’t hard so to speak, it is time
consuming due to not having the ability to keep clones
from the outstanding plants, smoke testing (lab testing if I
was rich) is required, and further working with seeds from
only the exceptional plants is the way to breed consistent
auto strains/plants. If a person was to use seeds from just
any of the plants they could lose all the good qualities and
keep all the bad, the biggest mistake would be to rely on
looks alone, one plant might be triple the size of the rest
and yield 3 times the amount, but it might be the worst
plant when it comes to quality, unless you smoked the bit of
seeded bud (seeds removed) you just don’t know what that
plant had to offer other then she was big, there for you
don’t know what to expect from the seeds she produced.

16) Is there anything else that you would like to share with
our readers?
Epic Genetics: Hopefully I`ll be around a while longer and
can continue to put out some stuff you all like and need, but
I am old and tired, due to fading health and energy. I just
don’t know how much longer I can continue at this level,
sorry for being such a downer, just being honest with you
all as well as with myself, I mention it because I don’t want
people expecting or relying on me only to see me
disappear suddenly.
Special thanks to Epic Genetics for his time and we would
like to wish him good health and best of luck with his
projects.

+

Strain Review: SourD
Mango
Author: Musturd
Breeder: NW
Indoor/Outdoor: Indoor 4x4x7 tent
Medium: Roots Original Organic Soil, with Roots
Elemental
Nutrients: SeaGrow AP, Bloom and Hawiian Bud.
Roots Ancient Amber, Trinity, Surge, HPK.
Botonicare Cal-Mag+

Lights (indoor): 600w HPS and 3x40w 6500k CFL.
18/6
From Seed: 70 days
Harvest Points: Went to water only at 55 days, at
65-67 she stopped water uptake branches started
sagging. 90% Milky 10% Amber.
Dry Yield: 87 grams
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Strain Review: SourD Mango
Continue
The Growth: Rapid growth from 24-40 days, words like
beast and epic were used ended 42” tall.
The Smell: 3 weeks cure and sweet fruity and sour
*Rating scale is 1-10
[3] Sandalwood [4] Diesel [4] Earthy [2] Berry [2] Floral
[5] Mango [3] Melon [6 ] Pine [6] Skunk [4 ] Citrus [5] Sour
[2] Lemon [1] Lime [1] Lavender [2] Woody
The Smoke: At this point it tastes like it smells going in
but affy undertones are strong on exhale.
Method of delivery (vape, joint, bong etc.): Bong
[7] Taste Inhale/[ 6] Taste Exhale
[4] State of dryness: (Rate the dryness of the bud from
1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal).
[8] Smoke ability
[4] Smoke expansion

The High: Fast relaxing first to the head then relaxing
muscles, stress eraser, a little couchlock but not
unmotivating. Medically desirable for pain and stress.
Not much of an appetite stimulant.
[3-4 Bong hits] Dosage: (Enter the number of hits taken
to reach desired effects).
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Strain Review: SourD Mango
Continue
[1 min] Effect onset

Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use?

[7] Potency
I am a:
[2] hours: (Indicate the number of hours the effects
lasted).
[1] Tolerance build up

[7] Medical cannabis user;
[7] Recreational user
speed]

[Yes, Great effects yield and

Usability
Morning – wake up [6]
Day – work [7]
Evening – relax [9]
Night– sleep [8]
[8] Overall satisfaction

If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them? Notice
positive effects for pain, stress and insomnia.
Positive Effect; [7] Sense of well being; [5] Euphoria; [7]
Anxiety relief; [5] Paranoia relief; [6] Sex drive; [7] Sleep;
[8] Pain relief; [5] Ability to rest or sit still; [4] Thought
process; [1] Speech proces; [4] Imagination/creativity; [5]
Humor perception; [4] Visual perception; [4] Audio
perception; [5] Taste perception; [4] Appetite stimulant; [3]
Introspective dreaminess
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Strain Review: SourD Mango
Continue
Negative effect: [1] Paranoia; [2] Confusion; [1]
Restlessness; [1] Anxiety or panic; [2] Decreased reaction
time; [1] Altered thinking and memory; [1] Altered vision;
[1] Reddened/bloodshot eyes; [2] Reduced coordination
and balance; [2] Increased heart rate; [4] Dry mouth
Final Comments: Growth was very exciting fast and
big, Buds are a little sati dom, airy, but yield was
outstanding for 70 days. That finish time seems pretty
stable, and some similar size ones are showing up for
other growers. Beast

Olde English Seed Company –
A Brief History
Author: Seraphim

+

Let me share with you how I discovered autoflowering plants and how the Olde English Seed
Company came to be.
My journey into the world of autos started in 2006, but I grew photos for a few years
previously.
2004 – I was surrounded by friends who smoked weed and a few who grew it. In those days
home-grown had a bad name and was usually rubbish, but my friends were growing stuff
better than I could buy so I had to learn for myself how it was done.
I went to the best grower I knew, Fonzy, and asked him to teach me how to grow. He loaned
me his spare lights and gave me 4 freshly potted early biddy clones. Over the next three
months he walked me through the process and helped me produce good quality bud on my
first attempt. After that I was hooked on growing.

+ Olde English Seed Company – A Brief History
Continue

Fast forward to 2006 and I stumbled across lowryders on a website and after some investigation, I thought this auto stuff
could change the game completely. I was full of ideas and went to see Fonzy to discuss the possibilities over a game of
chess. He and most of the growing community thought I was mad wasting my time with something so small. They told me it
would take too long to get a good auto that was potent and a good yielder so I should just grow photos. I was left a little
deflated but all the more determined to achieve my goals and prove them all wrong.
Things didn’t begin well. I gave a friend an early biddy x lowryder F1 and told him it would be small. I couldn’t have been
more wrong! He planted up in his back garden and it surprised us both by growing to 8 feet tall!
I went back to see Fonzy, I needed more knowledge. He helped me out a lot and introduced me to the basics of breeding
and stabilising a strain. But I knew I still needed more knowledge so from that point I studied everything I could find on
breeding, from punnet squares to stabilising strains to feminisation and a whole lot more in the process. While studying I
developed 2 strains by crossing photos with lowryders. In this period I teamed up with a friend so I could speed things up
and get a second opinion on my results. By the end of 2009 I had my two strains where I wanted them, they were small,
potent and 100% auto

+ Olde English Seed Company – A Brief History
Continue

In the summer of 2010 I went to see all the growers I knew and handed out seeds for them to try. The seeds went down a
storm and they all wanted more. I had achieved my first goal and gained recognition and respect from my local growers.
After the first tries from the local community I was inundated with requests for new strains. The good thing about this was
they were all donating their best cuttings for me to work with.
I thought with all this demand I need to step my game up, and the only way to do this was to get help. I got another one of
my closest friends to join the team. He had been growing photos but I convinced him to turn Auto! So now I had three
locations to refine my strains without the fear of cross contamination.
Over the last three and a half years I shared everything I had learned with these guys and they went from competent
growers to breeders as they helped me refine my strains.
In this time they helped me to develop the strains you will see showcased here, but I did all the planning and oversaw
everything to ensure there were no mishaps. Inspired by the results they started working on their own strains and will be
bringing them to the table once they are ready.

+ Olde English Seed Company – A Brief History
Continue

2011 – Now I had developed a few strains I went back to see Fonzy and gave him seeds, three months later he was a
believer, and ready to be a hands on member of the team rather than just someone to debate ideas with. Unfortunately
Fonzy never had the chance to create his strains. He was diagnosed with Cancer, specifically Lymphoma. During this
treatment I felt helpless seeing my close friend wither to a shadow of his former self. I was thankful I could assist him with
enough medical marijuana to help through his chemotherapy. Unfortunately he lost his battle and passed away.
Being so close to him I wanted to do something to honour his memory.
So I kept on breeding and I decided to open a seed company in his memory and share my strains with the world. A
minimum of 50% of all profit made by this company is to be put in trust for Fonzy’s children and hopefully help them to go
to University.
It has been a lot more work than I thought but while I was getting through the testing phase of developing my stains,
karma sent me two new friends who would again speed things up, enter Captain and Yoda.
The three of us put the O.E.S.C. strains through rigorous testing and collected some high quality pictures while we were at
it. Things went well

+ Olde English Seed Company – A Brief History
Continue

Then it seems karma hadn’t finished with me and I was lucky enough to make a lot of new connections with like minded
people who above all wanted to make a positive impact on the world around them.
This led me to meeting Stone and trying some of his work (Moonstone is my current favourite). Stone spoke to me about a
little place he had planned called Autoflower Portal, which led me to this point.
For the future I am planning on collaborating with some of Autoflower Portals resident breeders to see if we can bring you
something exceptional.
But for now this is the current state of affairs
I have a couple of strains that have been tested, feminised and packaged up ready to go.
There are a few strains that have been tested and are being feminised right now
I have a few strains that after testing are being re-worked
And I have 4 new strains being developed

Breeder Interview: HighRise

+

1) Let’s start with how you decided to get into breeding. Was there something that made you said: “This is
what I want to do!”
Krk: I got into breeding because as an outdoor grower there were little choices left for early finishing
genetics, and especially the ones with good mould resistance.
2) Can you give us a brief idea about how breeding takes place?
Krk: Such a basic question with so many complex answers. For every one it starts with a plant, then you
must find a pair you would like to mate, this can be a single line or a hybrid. Many misconceptions on
inbreeding confuse many as it’s not the same as in animals.
3) When did you first start growing?

Krk: The second I moved out of my parents house, I was 18.
4) Do you remember what you grew first?
Krk: Yes, it was bag seed from Washington outdoor. I planted it in the backyard of the house I was living in,
it got so large the guy next door gave me 24hrs to get rid of it or he was going to. So I dug it up put it in a
wheelbarrow and moved it. It finished with small poor buds.
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Breeder Interview: HighRise
Continue
5) What was your first strain and how did it come about?

7) Are there any breeders that you currently work with?

Krk: My first strain was a late 80s mix of SSSC gear x early
skunk from Sensi. Back when Nevil was in charge. I had
missed a male in a field and got lightly seeded, it got me
started but I was clueless and dropped the idea.

Krk: Yes, but none outside of the forums, I have spread the
seeds to others and maybe someday they will also enjoy the
success I have from fine selection and being able to have
enough to also sell if they wish. Deception, and seed greed
are not a part of HighRise, everyone gets a seed from
somewhere so protecting a line is irrelevant, I have always
said if you buy it, it’s yours to do with as you please. If
someone gifts it to you then a little educate should be used.

6) Tell us something more about HighRise Seeds. Did you
start on your own or someone helped you?
Krk: I was at Unleash Da Green trying to buy some seeds, and
found out that Greens was retiring. I approached
Breederbrad about the Guerilla Gold lines, seeing that he
created GG* it was proper educate to ask him about
breeding a well-established line that was worked many
directions. He was happy to have me work it further as at the
time his focus was on indoor lines of grape. I had gone to the
Icmag 420 fundraiser and had to buy the only remaining GG
seeds that I could find… which Breederbrad had mailed into
them. I paid $280 for a pack of seeds to get started. That
summer I grew them all and put a few clones in the patch
outside… Bluebonic clone and a Skunk#1 from 1989… I
started with these two lines Bluebonic x GG3 and
Skunk#1 x GG3… I got very lucky, the Bluebonic line right
away proved to be a killer strain for mold resistance, and
the Skunk#1 x GG3 was a monster. HighRise was born.
Born from the excess seeds that I produced for myself.

8) HighRise Seeds has lots of fans but which are your favorite
strains?
Krk: Some of my newer lines. The Fire crosses and the MOB
crosses are quite pleasing to me, just wish I had more to
share.
9) Name some of your popular strains, please.
Krk: Bluebonic x GG, Patriot Meds, MOB, Fire99… GG… and
auto lines GHaze99
10) Any new “secret” strains that we can expect from
HighRise in the future?
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Breeder Interview: HighRise
Continue
Krk: Ha… Ha…Secret strains, secret strains are for “profit”
and greed. I pack no lies, I explain all my genetics used, for
me it seems like something that can prove my intentions as a
breeder. My future will be change, as I grow older my family
needs me more and more so the time I can dedicate to
multiple lines will suffer. But it’s clear that people want more
feminized seeds from me and early outside mold resistant
fems and auto fems, so I will try to produce these and some
regular (m/f) seeds along the way.
11) What about new HighRise autos? Any news about auto
Cinderella99 you are working on?
Krk: I have some new auto lines gifted to me from a friend,
which are far removed from commercial seeds of today’s
market. I’ll grow some out this fall and see how that preform.
The C99 auto is a work in progress to understand C99 you
must understand the story of Bros Grimm C99, it was bag
seed, and I think it was also bag seed “hermi carrier”. I
completed the C99 auto and had it tested and the fem line
was fine… but the m/f line I had chosen had a slight hermi, so
I had to backtrack to the C99 backcross (BX) and start over.
It’s time to also start them again, it;s at F4 and could be
finished soon, it’s good stuff that C99 and makes great
crosses. But the strain is known for its weak branches, which
is a trait I don’t like.

12) Your work is focused on creating fast finishing strains and
autos. Please discuss the Ruderalis genetics influence…
Krk: The explosion of LR** based auto has many
misconceptions abound. First off I have been explaining for a
few years now that whether you call the gene which all LR
based strains have dominate or not, if you breed with it you
can never get rid of that gene. Ok so if you don’t understand,
I’ll explain. If you cross any LR auto to any photo the offspring
will now be a genetic carrier of this “auto” gene, and even if
you breed against it within a few generations it will turn any
photo into an auto. So even if you breed just photo offspring
to photo offspring by F5 your offspring will be mostly auto.
I’m not sure today if there is any other “auto” available other
than LR based genetics. I have often wondered about Mighty
Mite, it was around before LR and maybe LR is even Mighty
Mite, but until some genetic tests can happen it will never be
known.
13) What do you look for today in a new strain? Medical
properties, taste, yield, potency or something else…
Krk: Potency, I’m a potency breeder, first I test for potency,
and then if its there I ask myself can I live with the buds size
and characteristics…
14) Do you have any special cultivation tips or tactics for your
strains?
Krk: Not really, it’s truly a different stroke for different folks
type of thing.
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Breeder Interview: HighRise
Continue
15) Do you have any basic tips or advices for growers who
want to start breeding their own strains?
Krk: Yes, selection, selection, selection… and selection can
be achieved many different ways and all starts with the seed.
When a friend of mine passed me a bunch of lines of the
same strain…just numbered… my selection started with the
seed size… I hate small seeds, small seeds germ bad, are tuff
to count, handle and come from small calyx’s… so I chose the
big seeds… That’s a type of selection right there. You can
start 100 autos and pick just the biggest ones at week 2…
that’s selection… Killing runts and weirdos has always been
on the top of my list for selection, I’m breeding potency
plants and selection of these anomalies can never help in
selection, unless of course your looking to start a new line of
“runts” or “ugly mutts”.
16) And let’s finish with what you like most in breeding.
Creating new strains or something else maybe?

Krk: Ahh, a simple question. Something new and potent, it’s
that simple. Each person finds a taste they like, and that taste
should be improved down the line with potency breeding.
Size is also important, but as long as the buds are not tiny I’m
not too concerned, as the whole point for me is to develop
strains that are potent for recreational use or medicinal use.
And to touch briefly on medical… for anyone who has put
time and experience into smoking and eating cannabis, its
now known that its side effects can be used for medical
purposes. I have known for a long time that eating cannabis
can heighten your “high” exponentially. Still to this day after
a life time of eating and smoking I have not been able to find
the ceiling or upper limit of the cannabis high. I recent
studies that I conducted using butter I have established that
high doses of cannabis butter can bring on symptoms of
hallucinations, sleep, and different levels of out of body
experiences. For me these levels of “canna intoxication were
very uncomfortable. But do indeed need to be explored.
17) If there’s anything else you want to say to Autoflower
Portal readers, please share it with us… Thank you!
Krk: Enjoy… it’s a wonderful flower, whether you smoke it,
eat it or vape it.

+
Strain review:
Moonstone
Author: Cocha
Breeder: Stone
Indoor

Medium: DWC
Nutrients: Canna
Lights (indoor): 1X GN MS0006
From Seed: days 80-87?
Harvest Points: I always wait a few days from seed
before feeding & call that day 1
so although I chopped @ day 80 she may be as old as
day 87-90 days
Dry Yield: 80+ grams
The Growth: Just over 3 feet tall & almost as wide
(could have been a lot better if grown well !)
The Smell: Delicious sweets & exotic fruits that
mellowed & had hints of diesel after a cure
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Strain review: Moonstone
Continue
Use numbers 1-9 on descriptors that apply to the taste
where 1 indicates a subtle presence and 9 indicates a
very pronounced presence.

[4] Diesel; [3] Liquorice; [4] Peach; [4] Berry; [4]
Mango; [ 2] Pineapple; [2] Cherry; [3] Hash; [1] Citrus;
[5] Dairy/Cream; [ 1] Woody
Additional comment: Awesome!

[6] Smoke expansion
The High:
[ 2-3] Dosage: (Enter the number of hits taken to reach
desired effects).
[5] Effect onset

The Smoke: Smooth, tasty, moreish.

[7] Potency

Method of delivery: Mostly joints with a few dabs too!

[2 ] hours: (Indicate the number of hours the effects
lasted).

*Rating scale is 1-10
[8] Taste Inhale; [7] Taste Exhale
Hard to think of MUCH nicer bud I’ve smoked so 9 out of
10 from me.
[5] State of dryness: (Rate the dryness of the bud from
1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal).
[8] Smoke ability

[ 5] Tolerance build up
Usability
Morning – wake up [7]
Day – work [5]
Evening – relax [9]
Night – sleep [7]
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Strain review: Moonstone
Continue
Overall satisfaction [8]
Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use? YES!
I am a: [4] Medical cannabis user; [ 8] Recreational
user
If you are a med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them? More
recreation as stated in the numbers above… but had
good releaf from Sciatic, RLS & a brain that just doesn’t
know when to relax!
Positive Effect
[7] Sense of well being; [7] Euphoria; [6] Anxiety relief; [6]
Paranoia relief; [5] Sex drive; [5] Sleep; [5] Pain relief; [9]
Ability to rest or sit still; [8] Thought process; [5] Speech
process; [9] Imagination/creativity; [8] Humour perception;
[4] Visual perception; [5 ] Audio perception; [6] Taste
perception; [7] Appetite stimulant; [9] Introspective
dreaminess

Negative effect
[0] Paranoia; [2] Confusion; [0] Restlessness; [0]
Hallucinations; [0] Anxiety or panic; [6] Detachment from
reality; [2] Decreased reaction time; [5] Altered thinking
and memory; [3] Altered vision; [1] Reddened/bloodshot
eyes; [3] Reduced coordination and balance; [3] Increased
heart rate; [3] Dry mouth
Final Comments: Found this bud a great all rounder &
smoked it from wake till bed time! Very moreish & just
reeked of quality. Everything – the smell & taste where
Amsterdam coffee shop standard, lovely trich coverage.
The stone seemed to keep going so I could smoke more &
sleep no problem. In fact I found this more of a
body/relaxing smoke than an energetic one by the earning
after smoking from the morning & through the day. Kinda
contradicts a few other reports but this plant was close to
90 days I think. Plus my tolerance was lower than normal
after taking a short break from growing. All in all a great
smoke for all times of day & one to grow again for sure.
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Strain Review:
Bluestone
Author: Waira
Breeder: Stone
Indoor/Outdoor: both
Medium: FoxFarms OF/HF even blend for
starting; transplant soil - Emerald Triangle Recipe
420… 2 plants per 5 gal smart pot.
Nutrients: Sea Grow mostly, Grow and Bloom; CaMg; Si supp’ ProTekt; Big Bloom: occasional hits with
microbe inoculants or EWC poop tea; when ready:
Avalanche, Hawaiian Bud, Bud Factor X, Terpinator.
Occasional hits of: molasses or honey; GreenAll FeCu-Mn-Zn supp’
Lights (indoor): Side by side 300W dual spec CFL,
400W HPS (about 9 hrs total).
(Outdoor): about 10 Hours direct sunlight.
From Seed: 9-9.5 weeks
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Strain Review: Bluestone
Continue
Harvest Points: For me, once ambering started, it
proceeded quickly.
Dry Yield: 25.3 g, 18.4 g
The Growth: ****1/2 both girls auto’ed at about 18
days, and were fast, tolerant, and trouble free the
whole way! Zero deficiency issues; pests did not seem
to favor them vs. others around them; zero mold issues.
The Smell: **** aromatics were great, hard to keep
your nose outta the jars! Both were definite blends of
their parents, but in different proportions; Small pheno
– MoB’s berry stood out the most, some of Jack’s unique
fruity-sweet, and notes of spicy-floral from Stone
Dragon… Bigger pheno’- much less berry, more of the
spicy-fruit-floral, and a hint of something akin to
eucalyptus/menthol…
Berry [8/4] Floral [3/4]; Blueberry [6/2] Fruit [3/4];
Spice [3/6]; Dirty [2/1]; Eucalyptus [2/4] Camphor
[2/4]
*Rating scale is 1-10

The Smoke: **** Both – pretty smooth, some
expansion bite; aromatics carry over med. strongly
with same flavor as aroma, and with an almost creamy
flavor nuance as well (another MoB trait); makes a
weapons grade joint!
Method of delivery: Bong mostly, a little vape/joint.
[7] Taste Inhale; [8] Taste Exhale
[6] State of dryness: (Rate the dryness of the bud from
1-10 wet-dry where 5 is ideal).
[7] Smoke ability
[5] Smoke expansion
The High: ***** Top billing in my book! Potency feels
on par with tested strains I’ve had that are in the high
teen’s % THC…. No appreciable difference between
phenos; I get a “headband” effect that moves to the
eyes (kinda heavy); effects come on fast; I find the buzz
to be fairly balanced in head/body – sit and relax, and
you melt to the seat, or move around, and you’re fine
(great movie weed!); fairly low burn-out/crash
factor. A couple “industry” friends got samples, and
were truly floored when I told them this was an auto!
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Strain Review: Bluestone
Continue
[3 – for a solid buzz] Dosage: (Enter the number of hits
taken to reach desired effects.)

[ 8.5] Overall satisfaction

[2] Effect onset

Do you personally consider this strain a keeper for
long-term use? Definitely! Very versatile strain.

[8] Potency

I am a:

[ 1+ prime; 2+ to clear] hours

- [3] Medical cannabis user;

[ 4] Tolerance build up

– [7] Recreational user

Usability
Morning – wake up [7]

If you are med user, describe briefly your health
conditions and how this strain affects them? Great
for relaxing/mental tension, without the heavy hand or
amped-up thought racy buzz; helps ease a queasy
stomach.

Day – work [8]
Evening – relax [7]
Night – sleep [4]

Positive Effect: [8] Sense of well being: [7] Euphoria: 8]
Anxiety relief: [5] Paranoia relief: [7] Sex drive: [4] Sleep:
[6] Pain relief: [7] Ability to rest or sit still: [7] Thought
process: [7] Imagination/creativity: [7] Humor perception –
Not total giggle weed, but enhancing no doubt.: [6] Visual
perception: [6] Audio perception: [5] Taste perception: [7]
Appetite stimulant: [6] Introspective dreaminess

+

Strain Review: Bluestone
Continue
Negative effect [1] Paranoia: [2] Confusion: [2]
Restlessness: [1] Hallucinations: [1] Anxiety or panic:
[3] Detachment from reality: [3] Decreased reaction
time: [5] Altered thinking and memory: [6] Altered
vision: [2] Reddened/bloodshot eyes: [3] Reduced
coordination and balance: [3] Increased heart rate: [3]
Dry mouth
Final Comments: Hands down, one of the most
satisfying strains to enjoy from seed to smoke I’ve had
to date! F1 home run, brother Stone! Her potential is
excellent, I hope you can keep her true to this form as
you pursue the next generation.

+
Yodabuds
Greetings all! I go by the name of Yodabuds. I am a Multiple Sclerosis Patient that has found the best
relief and best management of my disease using Canna. I have this little section here to share with you
all my stories and how I deal with my MS and how canna helps me. I also will be sharing my grows I
have going and my breeding projects. My main goal is to come up with fast flowering potent auto
meds for people suffering similar ailments. I hope to have a few friends come along as also post their
journals of the gear I’m currently working on.
I plan on offering my gear once it’s done through a few different outlets. Some of the strains I’m
working on will be donated to Olde English Seeds and the others will hopefully one day be offered
under the name “Pay It Forward Seeds”. I am interested in getting medication into the peoples hands
that need it. Though the time for that is a long ways off and details are still being worked out.

